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WANT THE HOTTEST NEWS 
r/ FROM NASHVILLE EVERY DAY? 

NASHVILLE 
NEWS SOURCE Go to the Source. 

SUES ATELLITE MEIVIIIIS' 

Based in Nashville, this is the fastest, most 
comprehensive country news-gathering 
service, delivering news reports, actualities, 
a prep service, and more every weekday. 

Now available nationwide from 
Jones Satellite Networks. 

Call Gene Ferry (303) 784-8700. 



Audio 
Consoles 

Trestandout #1 leader in reliable, 
high performance, digital ready 
consoles for radio. Arrakis has 
several console lines to meet your 
every application.The 1200 series 
is ideal for compact installations. 
The modular 12,000 series is 
available in 8, 18, & 28 channel 
mainframes. The 22000 Gemini 
series features optional video 
monitors and switchers for digital 
workstation control. 

1200 Series Consoles 

\\N 

wies'e 
Aid 

1200-5 
1200-10 
1200-15 

Five di $1,795 
Ten ch $3,495 
Fdleen oh $4,995 

12000SeriesConsoles from $3,995 

22000 Series Consoles from $6,995 

Arrakis, 
your complete solution... 

Digital 
Workstations 

#1 in digital workstation sales 
Arrakis has over 1.600 
workstations in use around he 
world 

As a mult pupose digital 
audio record-play workstation for 
radio, it replaces cart machines, 
reel machines, cassette recorders. 
& often even consoles. Digi ink 
has proven to be ideal for live on 
air, production, news, and 
automation applications. Place a 
workstation in each studio and 
then interconnect them with a 
digital network for transfering 
audio, text, & schedules between 
studios. Arrakis is the #1 choice 
of broadcasters. 

CD 
Automation 

Use for 
Live On Air, 
Automation, 
Production, 

News & 
Scheduling 

Digilink & Trak*Star 
Workstations 

from $7,995 

As illustrated in the Sony Worldwide Networks master 
control studio on the right (one of seven Arrakis studios in the 
Manhattan. New York complex), Arrakis can provide complete major 
market studios with Arrakis consoles. digital workstations, video-
audio switchers, furniture, and system prewiring. 

With a choice of several console lines; digital workstations 
for live air, production, news, and automation; and two major studio 
furniture product lines, Arrakis can meet broadcasters needs from 
the compact news studio to the major marker network origination 
center. Complete Arrakis equipped studios can be found around 
the world from Tokyo. to Moscow, to Japan, to Tahiti. Call Arrakis 
today for your equipment or studio needs. 

Sony Worldwide Networks 
Manhattan. New York 

cza r r 'cis 
SVSTE A S. II IN - 

( 3 0   in some areas (970) 224-2248 

DIGILINK 
Hard Disk Digital Audio Workstations 

Studio 
Furniture 

With over 11,000 studios in the field, 
Arrakis is #1 in studio furniture 
sales for radio 

Using only the finest 
materials, dalanced laminated 
panels, and solid oak trim, Arrakis 
furniture systems are rugged and 
attractive for years of hard use. 

Available in two basic 
product families with literally 
thousands of variations, an Arrakis 
studio furni:ure package can easily 
be configured to meet your 
specific requirement, whether it is 
simply off tee shelf or fully custom. 

Call Arrakis to find out 
how easy it is to design and build 
your next studio. 

Desk*Star studio 
furniture from $995 

Modulux studio 
furniture systems 
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Station to 

Trust 
Radio's 
Judgment 

tat, exactly, is the difference between beer and wine and hard liquor? 
Without knowing this difference, it is very difficult for me to comprehend 
the recent debate over the lifting of the voluntary ban on hard liquor 

ad \ urtising as proposed by the Distilled Spirits Council (DISCUS). 
Aggressive beer and \vine advertising campaigns on both radio and television in 

recent years have increased the market share of these products dramatically, subse-
quently taking dollars away from manufacturers of distilled spirits. Now DISCUS is 
lobbying for a more level playing field by lifting its self-imposed ban. 
FCC Chairman Reed Hundt, NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts and some station 

groups have expressed disappointment over the ban's lifting, with Fritts stating that 
"despite NAB's staunch support of the First Amendment rights of broadcasters to 
advertise legal products, we are disappointed with DISCUS's decision to end its 
voluntary code." After all, the ban was originall established ( in 1936 for radio, in 
1952 for television) to protect children from "harmful" advertising. 
Beer and wine have the same effects on the mind and body when consumed as 

hard liquor. All are alcoholic beverages and therefore impair judgment and motor 
skills. And, all are legally available to persons 21 years of age and older. 

Perhaps it is because beer and wine advertising is so pervasive, while hard 
liquor ads have been confined to print, that beer and wine are deemed socially 
acceptable while the likes of gin and vodka have been tagged with a nasty stigma. 
Even the name "hard liquor" expresses a generally accepted yet inaccurate percep-
tion that this type of alcohol is more damaging than others. 
Regardless of the illogical distinction made between beer and wine and distilled 

spirits, whether or not to accept advertising for alcoholic beverages should be left 
to the discretion of individual broadcasters. 
Licensed broadcasters have a responsibility to the communities they serve. The 

FCC confers this responsibility to its licensees. If a radio station or group of stations 
feels that it is in its best interest as well as the interest of its audience not to run 
advertising for alcoholic beverages — be it chardonnay or whiskey — that's its 
right and its obligation. 
What is off-target, and hypocritical, is the assertion by a higher governing body 

such as the FCC or Congress that it decide for broadcasters what is and is not 
appropriate advertising. 

Infinity, Entercom and American Radio Systems, among others, have already 
announced their intention to continue to honor the ban within their station groups, 
though Infinity chief Mel Karmazin was quoted as saying that he would defend the 
right of other broadcasters to accept the advertising if they ) choose. 
Such decisions should make Chairman Hundt happy — and prove to him that 

broadcasters are capable of exercising sound judgment based on their knowledge 
of and responsibility to their listeners — if they are left alone to do so. 
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Nassau-Suffolk 6 

Though in the shadow of New York City, Long Island stations 
filse to play second fiddle. instead shoring up local listenership. 

Portland, Maine 12 

A scan of the dial reveals why this small radio market thinks 
it's big. 

Flounce 20 

With the Justice Department scrutinizing group deals, the 
safe harbors and clear lines of FCC rules have vanished. 

Special Fed» 24 
In two parts, Flip Michaels shows how far we've come in an 

increasingly technological age and how not to get le behind. 

Management Journal 29 
Vincent Ditingo \.p/ores the polyopoIy phenomenon - in radio ownership. 

High Preis 31 
In your face: Mark and Brian do almost anything ibr laughs —  and ratings. 
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WIGTN scores in Nashville with Ell talk. 

Or the Move 
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Format Focus 40 
While some classical stations remain true to their traditional roots, others 

adopt a top 40 approach. 

Facility Spotlight 46 

ip iv slalion KBQ-AM-FM and country station WKKX-FM in St. 
Louis. 

"Antitrust law restrictions on station ownership can be more binding 

than the telecommunications law statutory limits in some cases." 

— Lawrence Fullerton, Deputy Assistant General, Justice Department Antitrust Division 

See page 20. 



Hassled by ISDN Loves Zephyr 

Tejos Zephyr: The Best Way to Hear from There 

The new voiceover guy lives 1000 miles awcy, and travel is just 
not in the budget. The music bed got lost in shipment, and you 
need it by noon. Acid it's ratings time again — tomorrow's remote 
had better impress the heck out of the advertisers. 

Radio is complicated. Zephyr makes it easiet. 

Zephyr is number one among US radio stations for sending high 
quality audio over ISDN. Orce progra-nmea, anyone can Auto-
Dial ISDN calls. Not sure what to do next? Press the HELP button 
for plain English information 

lelos will even help you get your ISDN line orderecL Just call our 
Customer Support guys or check our web site. 

Zeprbyr is full-duplex for twc-way 
transmission. And don't sweat about 
what codec is on the other side - with 
Layer Ill, Layer II, and G.722, Zephyr 

can handle whatever is thrown at it. 

Zephyr might not get you more vacation time. But if you find some, 
please be sure to send us a postcard. 

.2.0-
NOW 107 

ANALOG. T )4111irl NL 
C OWYFF/T0i 

111111:111•1 
• The ideal solution for remote broadcasts, ad hoc networks, 

voiceovers, distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and 
microwave links, and many other applications. 

• Designed by lelos specifically for radio applications over ISDN. 

• Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation. Full metering, 
call duration timer, headphone jack, and mic/line inputs. 

• Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent screams, your 
audio doesn't distort. 

• Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter designed for 
the non-technical operator. You can even place a standard voice-
grade call to a Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) telephone. 

...:4 1/1111e 

SYSTEMS 

2101 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 • Telephone: 216.241.7225 Fax: 216.241.4103 • http://www.zephyr.com • e-mail: info@zephyncom 
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Market Watch 

No Second Banana 
To the Big Apple 

by Ed Arnold 

s)tuated on an island more than 100 miles long, 
i  

the Nassau-Suffolk radio market is one of the 

most difficult markets to program. 

It is a market of contradictions, where Yuppie stock-

brokers in Great Neck to the west lay claim to the same 

home as generations-established, potato-farming fami-

lies in Cutchogue to the east. Multimillion-dollar homes 

adorn the North Shore's Gold Coast while government-

assisted temporary housing decays in Roosevelt. Mom-

and-pops struggle for business in the shadow of sprawl-

ing malls. 

It is an island that is still creating a new identity in the 

wake of the national recession and collapse of the 

defense industry, which 

brought millions of dollars 

every year to contractors 

Grumman and AIL. Increasingly 

dependent on tourism and the 

service industry, Long Island 

attempts to attract businesses to 

an area renown for some of the 

highest utility and tax bills in 

the nation. 

It is an uphill battle, and it doesn't help that just to the 

west, just past Lakeville Road, just over the hill, lies 

New York City. 

E=1:1—EFEE7rB-ER 1996 1 7 



S
till a part of the New York Metro, 
Long Island was split off into a 
radio market in its own right more 

than 20 years ago. Despite modest pop-
ulation growth, other markets have 
passed it by, dropping it from a 1977 
ranking of 9th to its current 14th. 

Psychology of a suburb 
And being a suburb of the No. 1 

radio market doesn't make the job of 
the Long Island stations any easier. 
Not only do the Island stations have 
to compete with City stations that 
have bigger bankrolls and bigger 
sticks, but the proximity to the city 
creates a psychology. 
According to Joel Raab, president of 

Joel Raab & Associates, a former New 
York program director and Long Island 
music director, "Long Island is in some 
respects a satellite market of New York 
City, especially Nassau County. Nassau 
people consider themselves New 
Yorkers. It's the Suffolk residents who 
consider themselves I.ong Islanders." 

This may explain the scourge that 
has plagued Long Island stations for 
years: the ratings. In the Nassau-
Suffolk Spring 1996 Arbitrons, accord-
ing to BIA, two of the top 10 stations 
12+ are CHRs, three news or 
news/talks, two are ACs, one is 
sports, one oldies and one is modern 
rock. Nine of them are NYC stations. 
Only one of them, AC-based 
WALK(FM), is actually on Long Island. 

Looking at the 25-54 demo pro-
vides some relief, with four of the 
top 10 from the market. Joining WALK is 
WBAB(FM), WBZO(FM) and WBLI(FM). 
AOR WBAB is the top Island station in 
all-male demos except teens and 35-64; 
hot AC WBLI(FM) is the second favorite 
among women, except 35-64. Other sta-
tions showing Arbitron strength outside 
of 12+ include AC WKJY(FM), standards 
WHLI(AM) and rocker WRCN(FM). 
With these figures, sales managers can-

not go to a potential advertiser and 
wave the latest book. David Gingold, 
president of Barnstable Broadcasting, 

Nassau-Suffolk 
Radio Market Overview 

1995 Est. Arbitron 12+ 
Station Freq. Format Rev. in Owner Spring '9 

$ Mil. 
WKTU(FM) 103.5 CHR/Dance 12.5 Evergreen Media Corp. 7.4 

WALK-FM 97.5 AC 10.5 Chancellor Broadcasting Co. 6.7 

WCBS(AM) 880 News 24.5 CBS Radio Division 4.3 

WOR(AM) 710 News/Talk 21.0 Buckley Broadcasting Corp. 4.3 

WPLJ(FM) 95.5 Hot AC 21.0 ABC Radio 4.1 

WCBS-FM 101.1 Oldies 29.5 CBS Radio Division 4.0 

WABC(AM) 770 News/Talk 21.0 ABC Radio 3.6 

WFAN(AM) 660 Sports 38.5 CBS Radio Division 3.6 

WXRK(FM) 92.3 Modern Rock 30.5 CBS Radio Division 3.5 

WHTZ(FM) 100.3 CHR 18.4 Chancellor Broadcasting Co. 3.4 

WBLI(FM) 106.1 Hot AC 6.2 Chancellor Broadcasting Co. 3.3 

WBAB-FM 102.3 AOR 6.7 Chancellor Broadcasting Co. 3.3 

WOHT(FM) 97.1 CHR/Urban 21.0 Emmis Broadcasting Group 3.1 

WBZO(FM) 103.1 Oldies 2.0 Shore Media Inc. 3.0 

WLTW(FM) 106.7 Lite AC 30.0 Viacom International Inc. 3.0 

WHLI(AM) 1100 Adult Standards 1.1 Barnstable Broadcasting Inc. 2.7 

WOCD(FM) 101.9 AOR 12.5 Tribune Broadcasting Co. 2.6 

WKJY(FM) 98.3 AC 4.2 Barnstable Broadcasting Inc. 2.4 

WAXQ(FM) 104.3 Classic Rock 7.0 Viacom International Inc. 2.2 

WINS(AM) 1010 News 30.0 CBS Radio Division 2.2 

WGSM(AM)/ 740 Country 1.0 Barnstable Broadcasting Inc. 1.8 

WMJC(FM) 94.3 Country (combined) Barnstable Broadcasting Inc.(combined) 

WQXR-FM 96.3 Classical 10.0 New York Times Co. 1.7 

WNEW(FM) 102.7 Alternative 15.0 CBS Radio Division 1.6 

Infinity Broadcasting station; pending acquisition by CBS 

V'7/\ Stations are ranked in order of Arbitron Spring 1996 12+ ratings. , 
pbouciiievIes Information provided by BIA Publications Inc. through its 
/   MasterAccess Radio Analyzer Database software. 

which owns or controls six 
stations in the market, says il 
you can't beat 'em, go local 
"I can't deny that New York 
is a factor," he says. "On the 
other hand, I think it's ven 
difficult for the other stations 
in New York to beat the ser-
vice offered by our Long 
Island stations. I think time 
and time again, the Long 
Island advertisers' message 
carried on Long Island radio 

will be more effective than if it were 
carried on New York radio. It would get 
lost in the clutter 

Simple geography 
The local theme is echoed by man-

agers across the market. The prime 
cause is simple geography. With a mar-
ket 118 miles long and less than 25 
miles wide, not one station, including 
the city-based, can claim the entire area 
WALK has the greatest single coverage 
but still falls short. Ditto for WBLI, the 
strongest transmitter at 45 kW. WLIR, 
WBAB and New York's WNEW have 
second transmitters far into the East 
End, but there remain areas where none 
of them can be heard. 

In addition, signals from a dozen or 
more Connecticut stations spill over the 
Long Island Sound and have found favot 
with residents, particularly along the 
north shore of Suffolk where some Island 
and city signals have trouble penetrating. 
As a result, Long Island radio has 

become fragmented, with stations can--
ing out niches not only from a format 
point of view, but also in terms of local-
ity and lifestyle, creating three divisions 
of stations: New York, Long Island's 
major stations (wide signal coverage. 
consistent ratings of 2 or more shares 
12+) and Long Island's local stations. 
Most of the six major players are on 

the FM band, with the exception ol 
WHLI, and are located mostly in the 
western two-thirds of the market. Of the 
remaining 22 licensees, with two dark 
and four simulcasting Island or New 
York signals, most are in the eastern 
third. Four are working to cross the line 
and have achieved some ratings success. 
Do the math. In a major market, less 

than one-fourth of the stations can be 
considered players, leading one wag to 
refer to Long Island in an Internet post-
ing as a "major market with small-mar-
ket mentality." It's a situation that WRIN 
General Manager Bruce Tria, with a I 
kW AM signal on the East End, revel,' 

a> 
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FREE 
STOCK 
Invest in your business news. Call Nasdaq's Stockline for 

free, ready-to-air stock market reports. Get the latest numbers on 
the markets and the day's economic and consumer news. 

Call 1-800-536-0837 

It's updated on the hour and it's absolutely free. If you want, sell 
the report to a local sponsor. So, give it a listen. Then give us a call 

to let us know what you think. 
Contact Tucker, Tom, or Debbie at 1-800-777-6273. 

THE NASDAQ STOCK MARKET' 
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In, saying, "Our smallness is what per-
mits us to thrive. 'RIV is not big enough 
to have an Arbitron impact, but we do 
have an impact on the local market. The 
bigger stations and the city stations can't 
serve the area the way that we can." 
Gene Free, Chancellor Broadcasting 

vice president of programming for Long 
Island, professes admiration for the 
smaller stations. "I don't know that the 
smaller stations are affecting us as far as 
business goes, but I'm glad they're here," 
Free says. "They do a great job as far as 
emergencies go, providing more special-
ized information than larger stations." 
That local information translates into a 

dedicated audience for Tria, Paul Sidney's 
WLNG(FM) in Sag Harbor and Joe 
Sullivan's WBAZ(FM) in Southhold. "The 
smaller stations have a local clientele. The 
local population knows they serve the 
area," Free says. " It's unusual because it is 
in the shadow of New York City." 
Math time again. Smaller coverage equals 

smaller advertisers equals smaller overall 
revenue. Free's No. 1 market leader WALK 

produced about $ 10.5 
million last year, accord-
ing to BIA; WRIV billed 
about $300,000. Tria 
acknowledges the gap. 
"The station will never 
be 'Millionaire Acres,- he 
says, "but we will survive 
and grow and prosper. 
We're profitable." 
The ability to make 

money with limited 
potential has not only 
kept Tria and other local 
stations afloat through 
recent years, it has 
sparked new life. Since 

1992 four stations have signed on, with 
one quickly producing ratings and fiscal 
success. WBZO General Manager Ron 
Gold says, "We're not surprised at the 
quality of our results. Actually, I'm a little 
disappointed. I thought we'd do better." 
Gold takes this approach despite the fact 
the WBZO chose to go oldies in the back-
yard of New York's legendary WCBS-FM. 
"We did heavy research on what for-

mat to do. There was a market for 
oldies," Gold says. Part of WBZO's plan-
ning of what many in the market 
thought would be an instant failure 
included a field trip. "We talked with 
another oldies station in Connecticut, 
and asked how they competed against 
WCBS," he says. "CBS-FM is personality-
oriented; we wanted to be more music 
(oriented). And after four years, our 
announcers have become personalities." 
The success of WBZO adds two inter-

esting dimensions to the Long Island 
market. It is possible to beat a New 
York station at its own game. And it is 
possible for a start-up, standalone (cre-

ated by six local businesswomen) to 
make a dent in a major market. 
In fact, WBZO is the only "major" station 

on the Island not affected by the buying 
frenzy of the Telecom Bill. The ink had 
barely dried when Barnstable 
Broadcasting, already established with 
WKJY and WHLI, agreed to purchase 
Islandwide Broadcasting's WMJC(FM), 
WRCN(FM), WGSM(AM) and NWRHD(AM). 
With this purchase, Barnstable jumped 

to temporary King of the Island, a position 
short-lived when Chancellor Broadcasting, 
owner of WALK and its recent spinoff AM 
sister, swapped stations two months later 
with SFX to obtain WBAB, WBLI, 
WHFM(FM) and WGI3B(AM). 
Chancellor's LMA (the sale is expected to 

be completed in early '97) gives it a com-
bined 13.3 12+ against Barnstable's 8.3. 
However, those numbers drastically change 

when the demos are shifted to 25-54, with 
Chancellor surging to 
16.1 and Barnstable 
falling to 7.2. 
Chancellor's Free notes. 
"You'd have to add up 
all of Barnstable to 
equal WALK's 25-51 
(rating of 7.5)." 

In revenue, the pre 
LMA station figures 
show an even greater 
disparity: Chancellor 
earned a combined 
$23.5 million in 1994, 
Barnstable $8.8 million. Barnstable's 
Gingold knows that his purchases will not 
assure instant success. "Given the fact that 
Chancellor's stations have been operating 
for a long time, it would be understandable 
they'd have a more developed 

• 
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performance," he acknowledges. "In the 
case of WHLI and WICJY, we have devel-
oped properties. We're already drawing 
very impressive ratings success with WMJC 
(which flipped to country in May with the 

Financially, Long Island's market 14 
ranking has not translated into compara-
ble revenue. It is currently rated No. 40 
in terms of revenue, with budgets reflect-
ing the lower earnings. 

Optimistic picture 
Nlanagers are painting an optimistic 

picture, hoping their corner of the 
Northeast has finally shed the last dregs 
of recession. Bill Edwards, president of 
the Long Island Radio Broadcasters 
Association and Chancellor vice presi-
dent and general manager for Long 
Island stations, notes that while " last 
year to this date is flat," the Island is 
"sensing some good economic activity 
in the fourth quarter that hopefully will 
carry over into '97." 
What can Island stations do to change 

the revenue situation? WBZO's Gold 
"would like to see a separate report for 
Suffolk and a separate report for Nassau. 
A Suffolk book would eliminate the city 
stations. Their power tends to fade out 
at Route 110 (near the border between 

le Nassau-Suffolk • Financial Snapshot 

Market Rank: 14 
Revenue Rank: 40 
Number of FMs: 16 
Number of AMs: 12 

Revenue 1992: $31.0 mil. 
Revenue 1993: $35.0 mil. 
Revenue 1994: $39.3mil. 
Revenue 1995: $41.0mil. 
Revenue 1996: $43.2 mil. est. 

Revenue Growth 
'89-'94: 5.5% 
'95-'99: 5.5% 

Local Revenue: 81% 
National Revenue: 19% 

1994 Population: 2,655,600 
Per Capita Income: $23,403 

Median Income: $62,011 
Average Household 

Income: $72,056 

Source: / )/7A 
FYAOLAC.4770/VS 

)7.2/ 

Nassau and Suffolk)." Gold's idea 
would give Suffolk stations some-
thing they could trumpet to 
advertisers. Edwards says it is a 
matter of supply and demand. 
"The more people listen to Long 
Island radio stations, the more 
money will be spent here," he 
says. "It's something we've been 
working on for years." 
Edwards refuses to see the market 

as a competition between two major 
companies, scrabbling over the left-
overs not tapped by New York, with 

local stations picking up crumbs 
"One of the worst things in this 
business is the cannibalization 
that goes on. We don't need to 
eat each other's pie. We need to 
grow that pie." 

Ed Arnold is the former PD qf 
WGSM(AM) and radio writer 
for Long Island's Newsday. He 
is currently seeking on-air 
opportunities at his new home 
in Fort Lauderdale while con-
tinuing writing and mice work. 

 N 

NORTHEAST 
BROADCAST 

Practical- sofutions for your broadcasting needs... 

We can design a system 
for your changing 
operation, LMA, 
Duopoly, group or 

single station, we can 
meet your 

programming and 
budgetary 

requirements 

• Complete Project 
Management Services 

• Turnkey Systems 
Installation Available 

• Digital System Training 
• On Staff Engineering 

Consultants make sure 
your system meets 
your needs, 

IIIE FIRST TIME... 
With over 30 years in 

broadcasting, more 

than 200 product lines, 

and the most experi-

enced staff in the 
business, we have the 
resources to provide 
you with the most 
practical solution. 

STUDIO SYSTEMS 

'On Air and Production Studios 

•Stereo Television Consoles 

•Multi-Track Digital Editing Suites 

•Digital and Analog Consoles for 

every application 

'Modular and custom studio 

furniture 

*Vast array of source equipment 

'Many digital audio solutions 

•Broadcast digital telephone 

systems 

•Complete line of processing 

AM/FM/TV/Studio 

New York 
(518) 793-2181 

Fax 
(518) 793-7423 

Balt./Wash. 
(410) 796-6710 

Fax 
(410) 796-6711 

Dallas 
(214) 612-2053 

Fax 
(214) 612-2145 

Pittsburgh 
(412) 942-4054 
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Maine's largest city — with fewer than 70,000 
inhabitants — Portland is a city of paradoxes. It 
sits on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, yet some 

of the best skiing in the East is less than an hour away. And 
while downtown Portland takes its social cues from Boston, 
the traditional, postcard-picture Maine of lobsters and light-
houses lies just a hundred miles down the coast. 

"Portland's an interesting city," says Maine Association of 
Broadcasters Executive Director Suzanne Goucher. "For one 

thing, it has the second-highest number of restaurants, per 
capita, in the country — just behind San Francisco. It has the 
Boston mindset in many ways." 
Her views are echoed by consultant Donna Halper of 

Boston-based Halper and Associates. "Portland is a small 
(radio) market that doesn't think it's a small market," she says. 
A quick scan of the radio dial in Portland reveals plenty of 

turbulence. For every heritage station, such as AOR 
WBLM(FM) and country WPOR-AM-FM, there is a newcomer, 

"If you're going to be here, no matter what your format is, 

you'd better be involved with the community," says WBLM 
General Manager Eve Rubins. Fuller-Jeffrey's album rocker has 
followed that doctrine from its humble beginning in 1973 in a 
trailer in the woods in Litchfield, Maine. 

Today, the station's promotions include not only the usual 
concert and vacation giveaways, but also the kickoff to the 
United Way's annual fund-raising campaign and the victory 
parade for the local minor league hockey team. 
Rubins says that kind of involvement has helped WBLM sur-

pass the 5 and 6 shares that typical AOR stations draw, 

instead pulling down double-digit 12+ shares book after 
book. It hasn't hurt the bottom line either — WBLM's 1995 
revenue of $2.8 billion, according to BIA, was the second-
highest in the market. 
Just down the hall, Rubins and PD Herb Ivy are just as 

pleased with their much-newer station, modern rock WCYY. 
"It became very obvious to us (about a year ago) that there 

was a body of music that stood on its own, that was rock-

Trawling for Radio Dollars 
In Maine's Seaside City 

such as modern rock WCYY(FM) or hot country WTHT(FM), 
often in the same corporate hands. 

Yet for all the consolidation that has rocked the Portland 
radio scene, all the players are at least cautiously optimistic 
about what's in store for the 162nd-largest market in the coun-

try. 
Portland radio is still recovering from the boom days of the 

mid-'80s, when new signals and new owners seemed to pop 
up by the day. Yet the two stations that consistently top the 
12+ ratings were around long before the 
boom, and they have stayed on top since 
the boom went bust. 

by Scott D. Fybush 

based but served a different audience," says Ivy. That was all it 
took for Fuller-Jeffrey to flip WCYY (and WCYI, a simulcast 
FM based in Lewiston, northeast of Portland) from a stagnating 
AAA format to modern. 
That younger audience has discovered WCYY in droves over 

the last year, as the station pulled down 20-plus shares among 
listeners 18-34. 

Just as importantly, WCYY's growth has not come at the 
expense of its big brother. "When we put WCYY on the air," 

says Ivy, "everyone thought (we'd kill 
WBLM). But we've kept WBLM strong." 

Broadcast CD music and programming is our only business! 

Timely weekly hits, highly researched CD libraries and proven 

format services make radio less risky and more profitable. 

Top Hits USA: $ 16.95/week or $49.95/month. 

Call for rates on CD Music libraries & Format Services. 
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Some of that strength stems from 
WBLM's stable of veteran personalities, 
including morning jock Mark Persky, 
and the decision to keep adding new 
music to the WBLM mix. 
Other reinforcement has come from 

the people at the helm of Fuller-Jeffrey, 
one-time top 40 jocks Robert "Doc" 
Fuller and J.J. Jeffrey. 

"J.J.'s our minister of fun," says Rubins. 
"(He and Fuller) love to come in and 
talk about promotions we're doing and 
shows ... They still get off on that." 

Fuller-Jeffrey recently traded away its 
stations in Iowa and California to con-
centrate on its holdings in New 
I Iampshire and Maine. 
Besides WBLM and \VCYY, Fuller-

Jeffrey's group now includes three more 
1-. N1 ,; and an AM in the Portland market, 
I-or a total of more than 30 percent of 
the 12+ listening, and close to half the 
market's total 1995 revenue of S16.5 mil-
lion, according to BIA. 

Fuller-Jeffrey picked up Barnstable 
Broadcasting's three stations this sum-

mer in a trade arrangement. The soft 
rock format of WHOM, which serves 
much of northern New England from 
high atop New Hampshire's Mount 
Washington, remained unchanged, as 
did WLPZ(AM)'s sports format. 
Fuller-Jeffrey's third Barnstable acquisi-

tion, WCSO(FM), dropped its hot AC 
format and "Ocean 98" slogan at the 
end of October, returning to the CHR 
format under the "Q 97-dot-9" moniker. 

At the same time, the company 
removed another of WHOM's AC com-
petitors. WZPK, "Peak FM," was an '80s 
move-in from atop Mount Washington. 
Fuller-Jeffrey is now repositioning the 
station as a relay of its New Hampshire 
country giant, WOKQ(FM), serving the 
northern parts of the Granite State. 
Even without WZPK and WCSO, the 

war for AC listeners remains a hot one 
in Portland. The Great Down East 
Wireless Talking • Machine Company's 
WKZS(FM) has been in the format for 
16 years, starting as a little 3,000-watter 
in Auburn, Maine, some 25 miles away. 

Portland 
Radio Market Overview 

Station Freq. Format 

WPOR-FM 

WMGX(FM) 

WBLM(FM) 

WCYY(FM) 

WGAN(AM) 

WHOM(FM) 

VVYNZ(FM) 

WLAM(AM) 

WCLZ-FM 

WCSO(FM) 

WTHT(FM) 

WKZS(FM) 

WRED(FM) 

WZAN(AM) 

WPKM(FM) 

+ WZPK(FM) 

WLPZ(AM) 

* WBZ(AM) 

WPOR(AM) 

WLAM-FM 

WCLZ(AM) 

1995 Est. 

Rev. in 

$ Mil. 

101.9 Country 3.2 

93.1 Classic Hits 2.5 

102.9 AOR 2.8 

94.3 Modern Rock 0.4 

560 News/Talk 1.0 

94.9 Soft AC 2.2 

100.9 Oldies 0.2 

870 Nostalgia 0.3 

98.9 AAA 0.45 

97.9 Hot AC 1.3 

107.5 Country 0.5 

99.9 Soft AC 0.6 

95.9 CHR 0.2 

970 Talk 0.2 

106.3 Classical 0.3 

103.7 Adult CHR 

1440 Sports 0.1 

1030 News/Talk 16.6 

1490 Country/Sports - 

106.7 Nostalgia 

900 Shopping 

Owner 

Arbitron 12+ 

Spring '96 

Saga Communications LP 

Saga Communications LP 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

Saga Communications LP 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

Saga Communications LP 

Great Down East Wireless 

Riverside Broadcasting 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

Great Down East Wireless 

Great Down East Wireless 

Vacationland Broadcasting 

Saga Communications LP 

Charles McCreery 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting 

CBS Radio Division 

Saga Communications LP 

Great Down East Wireless 

Riverside Broadcasting 

11.9 

10.7 

10.4 

9.3 

7.0 

5.2 

5.2 

4.9 

3.5 

2.9 

2.6 

2.0 

1.7 

1.7 

1.4 

1.4 

1.2 

1.2 

0.9 

0.3 

@Recently changed format to CHR 

+Changed call letters to WPKO; flipped format to country 

*Boston station - No information available. 

/ v --7/\ Stations are ranked in order of Arbitron Spring 1996 12+ ratings. 
ebecid.Àñbks Information provided by BIA Publications Inc. through its 
7 )7_77  MasterAccess Radio Analyzer Database software. 

"Kiss- continues to do especially well in 
areas outside the Portland metro, which 
is just the way GM Ron Frizzell wants it. 

This is a very strange market - 80 
percent of the population live outside 
the metro," he says. "A lot of buys get 
made on paper in New York or Boston 
that don't make any sense up here." 

Frizzell cites an agency that arranged 
for a remote by a Portland station at the 
second-biggest shopping mall in the 
state - which is outside the station's 
coverage, in Auburn. 
Kiss hasn't overlooked metro coverage 

either. The station put a 50 W translator 
on the air in downtown Portland in 
1992, and has recently upped its power 
five-fold. 
WHOM does even better in outlying 

regions, as far afield as northern 
Vermont, Quebec and central 
Massachusetts. WHOM's huge signal 
from Mount Washington is one reason 
Fuller-Jeffrey was interested in buying it. 
"Bob (Fuller) once drove for five hours 

and never lost the WHOM signal." says 
Jeffrey. 

In addition to two salespeople based 
in Portland, "we keep four salespeople 
that sell (WHOM) strictly in New 
Hampshire. They work out of their 
homes," says WHOM/WCSO GM Judy 
Sher. 
Promoting the AC contenders poses its 

own set of challenges. "Listeners come 
to (WHOM) more for music - so when 
we do promotions, we try to do simple, 
elegant ones," says Sher. 

"With a hot AC format ( like WCSO), 
we're able to do more with promotions. 
We recently sent someone to England," 
she says. 
-Kiss stays very visible promotionally," 

says Frizzell, who says a key element of 
his station's outreach to listeners is a 30-
foot, glass-sided mobile studio that's fre-
quently on the road at remotes. 
In terms of revenue, "WHOM and Kiss 

go up and down in the books, but they 
both have very good revenue bases," 
says Frizzell. With the help of its large 
audience base outside the Portland 
metro, WHOM pulled down $2.2 million 
in 1995, according to BIA, compared 
with $ 1.3 million for WCSO and 
$600,000 for Kiss. 

Kiss isn't the only gun in the Down 
East Wireless holster these days. The 
company picked up another major sta-
tion two years ago, Lewiston-licensed 
WTHT(FM), and flipped it from oldies to 
country to take on market leader WPOR. 
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Now with Layer Ill, there's one 
more reason to love CDOPrim 
When you need to send audio, CDQPrima gives you three or four times the 

features of any digital audio codec on the market. 

NOW CDQPrima adds the Layer III algorithm to give you increased 
compatibility and 15 kHz response on a single ISDN B channel. 

NOW your new CDQPrima is compatible with more codecs in more 
locations than any other codec, with CCS MUSICAM', Layer III and G.722. 

NOW because of CDQPrirria's incredible 92 dB dynamic range and ultra-low 

distortion, Layer III NEVER SOUNDED BETTER. 

AND, because CDQPrima works at all bit rates up to 384 kb/s in MUSICAM and 320 

kb/s Layer III, you can produce contribution quality audio feeds. 

PLUS you get all the terrific features that only CDQPrima offers: 

Programmable functions to do automatically what other codecs make you do 
yourself dial-on-audio/hang-up-on-silence, and more 

18-bit A/D and DIA converters for the best audio quality 

AES/EBU with automatic rate adaptation is standard in all but the 

budget Model 110 

r; Gold-plated Neutrile XLR connectors to preserve maximum 
signal-to-noise ratio 

SMPTE Timecode, stereo audio, two ancillary data streams and up to 

eight contact closures in only 128 kb/s 

Downloadable software directly over ISDN—no need to take CDQPrima 

out of the rack for software upgrades 

e. Sophisticated but simple Speed Dial stores not only 256 addresses but all con--. 
figurations for fast, easy connection. You never need to change sampling or bit 

rates—just dial! 

-.0. Send audio to up to six locations with no additional hardware •.,.-
ISDN J.52 IMUX BONDING puts CDQPrima ahead of the industry curve for 

error-free connectivity 

What's Not To Love? 
Call us today and we'll help you select the CDQPrima that's just right 

tor you. 

MUSICAM USA 
Formerly CCS Audio Products 

67(} N. Beers St., Bldg. 4 

Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA 

Tel: 908/739-5600 

Fax: 908/739-1818 

Fax On Demand: 908/935-277 

Internet: http://www.musicamusa.com 
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...about DADpRo,, the Digital Audio Delivery system that's ideal 
for both Production and On-Air, whether Live Assist or 

Automated, small market or large inour 
D AD 

-In our pre-purchase 
research, we found 
that the most common 
compliment paid to 
competitive units was 
that their technical 
support staffs were 
always there when the 
system crashed. When 
we talked with DAD 
users, they hardly knew 
anyone at ENCO since 
their systems had never 
gone down. That's the 
kind of compliment I 
was looking for! 
DAD's segue editor 
feature revolutionizes 
automation. We 
pre-program the 
entire station, then 
the talent previews and 
customizes their breaks 
to give us a totally live 
feel. Plus, we simulcast 
both stations and 
DAD lets us easily 
set up separate spot 
schedules. It's major 
market ready, and built 
like it:' 

Philip Urso, GM 
WDGE/WDGF, 
Providence. RI 

"We've had five DAD 
workstations in action 
for over a year, and I 
really don't know how 
we could get along 
without the system. It 
allows all three of our 
stations to present a 
consistent on-air sound 
and frees the talent to 
concentrate more on 
communicating with the 
audience. We're still 
finding new and 
innovative ways of using 
the system a year later. 
In my opinion, if you're 
planning on automation. 
you can't do it RIGHT 
without ENCO!" 

Chris Andree, Asst. PD 
WWKIJWYMJ/WCMB, 
Harrisburg, PA 

"We're a news 
programming provider 
and deal with a large 
number of actualities 
every day, se speed in 
production and getting 
it down the line are 
paramount. DAD 
allows us to bring 
information in, and 
seconds later it's ready 
to go. The greatest 
feature is the ease of 
editing and file transfer 
between our four 
workstations. On-air 
is a breeze." 

Dane Wilt 
Radio News Company, 
Las Vegas, NV 

"Way cool. The 
greatest thing about 
DAD is that it acts 
and thinks like a cart 
machine and doesn't 
intimidate the talent. 
We use touchsereens, 
and the learning curve 
is about 2-1/2 hours 
before they're up 
and running. From an 
engineer's standpoint, 
it's great because DAD 
uses off-the-shelf 
hardware, so mainte-
nance is a snap." 

J.R. Rogers, Asst. CE 
KSON/KIFM, 
San Diego, CA 

"The DAD system wa , 
on the cutting edge of 
systems we looked at. 
and there was some 
initial reluctance to 
enter the digital arena. 
After having the system 
in-house for a month. 
the entire production 
and on-air staff felt likc 
they could never do 
without it again. Nov. 
our news staff has a 
system of their own, 
and we're getting a 
third system for our 
sister TV station." 

Chuck Whitaker, PD 
WSBT. South Bend, IN 

Call your DAD dealer or ENCO 
for complete information. 

ENCO 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

ENCO America, 24555 Hallwood Court, 
Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA 

Tel: 800-ENCOSYS (362-6797); 810-476-5711; Fax: 810-476-5712 
Web Site: http://www.enco.com 
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"We're keeping (WTHT) as an almost-top-40 radio 
station," declares Frizzell, who says the goal is to 
make WTHT more "fun" for listeners than WPOR. 
Nowhere is that goal clearer than in morning drive, 
where Frizzell says jock Bob Anderson is "more 
avant-garde than WPOR ... although not on the level 
of a Stern or Imus." Anderson's stunts have included 
a recent run for president. 
But while switching to country brought WTHT from 
a 0.6 share 12-plus in the Spring '94 Arbitron book to 
a 2.6 in Spring '96, it still sits far behind WPOR-FM, 

which has yet to slip out of double-digit shares 12-
plus this decade. 
"WPOR-FM is a cooker," crows GM Bob Gold, who 

bought the station in 1971 and has kept it country 
ever since. Gold compares his station to the heritage 
clear-channel AM a hundred miles away in Boston: 
"We have the same kind of heritage, the same kinds 
of goals and successes as WBZ," he says. 
WPOR-FM's air talent certainly has the same kind of 

longevity. PD Tom Hennessy has held that role, as 
well as the afternoon-drive airshift, for 19 years. 
Morning man Bud Sawyer has been with WPOR for 
30 years, and morning news anchor Mark Audette 
has been at the station for 17 years. And jock Hal 
Knight has held down middays for 20 years. 
WPOR leads the pack in both ratings and revenue, with a 

12+ share of 12.8 in Spring '96 (when simulcast WPOR(AM) is 
included), and market-leading revenues of $3.2 million. It's a 
sweet triumph for Gold, who stayed on as GM for WPOR and 
Saga Communications' other Portland outlets after selling 
WPOR-AM-FM to Saga this past spring. 
Yet in this age of consolidation, WPOR still makes up less 

than half the total revenue picture for Saga. Another major 
slice in the Saga pie these days is Portland's other rocker, 
WMGX(FM). 

"We've kinda found a new format," says Gold of WMGX, 
which bills itself as "the classics of yesterday and the best of 
today." The addition of current rock to WMGX's classic-rock 

diet helped propel the station to a 10.7 share 12+ in Spring 
1996, with 1995 revenues of $2.5 million, making it the third-
highest biller in the market. 
Saga's third FM player is oldies WYNZ, which has had that 

format to itself for two years now. "We do a lot of fun and 
games, a lot of audience participation," says Gold. 

Saga also dominates Portland's AM dial, primarily through 
the city's news-talk outlet, WGAN. The station boasts 
Portland's only full-fledged radio news department, led by 
News Director Dennis Spellman. For the last three years, 
WGAN has been complemented by "hot talk" WZAN(AM), 
Portland's outlet for Don Imus, G. Gordon Liddy and Tom 
Leykis, among others. And when WPOR(AM) isn't simulcast-
ing its FM, it carries play-by-play for Portland's popular minor 
league baseball team, the Sea Dogs. 
Imus is the first syndicated entry in Portland's morning dri-

ve, and Gold says the show is "doing OK," especially with 
the help of a new promotional campaign WZAN has been 
running. 

Fuller-Jeffrey's lone AM entry is WLPZ, which carries One-
on-One Sports, along with play-by-play for the Boston Red 
Sox. "It's primarily male-driven, mostly 25-54," says Sher, who 
believes WLPZ complements the female-leaning WCSO and 
WHOM audiences. 
Down East Wireless has been programming to Portland's 45+ 

audience for several years on big-band WLAM(AM) in Gorham 
and simulcast WZOIXAM) in Lewiston, but this summer the 
company took a gamble with the market's newest FM. wum-
FM joined the two A_Ms in June, with locally programmed big-
band music in morning drive, and Westwood One's AM Only 
format the rest of the day. 
"We were very dedicated to the format, and going with FM 

was the obvious next move," says Frizzell. who hopes the for-
mat will find a younger-skewing audience on FM. 
Frizzell says WLAM's audience is phenomenally loyal. "They 

absolutely know what station they're listening to, (and) our 
TSL is through the roof," he says. Promotions such as a 
seniors fair and an investment seminar help WLAM stay in 
contact with that loyal audience. 
Another loyal audience can be found at 98.9 FM, the home 

of Portland's only AAA outlet, as well as its last major stand-
alone FM. WCLZ-FM struggled with a variety of low-rated for-
mats during the 1980s, before settling on AAA when current 
owners Riverside Broadcasting took over four years ago. 

"It's going great for us," says GM Mike Waggoner of WCLZ's 
revenues, which are up almost 20 percent from last year And 
Waggoner says he's not at all fazed by the consolidation that's 
going on around him. 

"Chevrolet is going to have a lot more cars sold, but that 
doesn't mean BMW can't sell cars too," says Waggoner. "We're 
just presenting an alternative menu (to the big Portland sta-
tions)." 
That menu includes programming elements such as "501 

Blues," an hour of blues in afternoon drive, and 
"Homegrown," a block of locally produced music on Sundays. 
Waggoner says being the last standalone in the market has 

brought WCLZ some sympathy among advertisers, as well as 
the ability to move quickly to create sales packages to com-
pete against the big corporate groups. "Maine has that Yankee 
ingenuity kind of thing. (People) view WCLZ as the knight in 
shining armor," he says. 
Aside from WCLZ, there's almost nothing else on the 

Portland dial that's not part of the big groups. Carter's 
• 
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WLOB(AM) and Blount's WBCI(FM) 
offer religious programming, Charles 
McCreery's WPKM(FM) continues to 
draw a small but loyal audience with 
classical music, and Vacationland 
Broadcasting's WRED(FM), while based 
down the coast in Saco, draws a small 
Portland audience for its CHR format. 

Is consolidation hurting Portland's lis-
ieners? "It may not have much effect at 
all," says Goucher. "We're still going to 
•.ee the same kinds of niche program-
ming, regardless of who's holding the 

Buy the company, 
not the box. 

Call us for a free EAS consultation. 

ARC-16: The industry standard 
for multi-site transmitter remote control. 

keys to the front door." 
Waggoner is even more excited about 

seeing his competitors get bigger. "I 
absolutely love it," he says, explaining 
that clients are finding it hard to deal 
with the corporate mentality at the big-
ger stations. "I'm able to just go in and 
say, `We'll do it,' and we get the buy," 
he says. 

A dynamic future 
There's one thing all of Portland's GMs 

agree on: Things are looking bright as 

EAS 
You do have a choice. 

Available 

for Immediate 

Deliv7y BuRK 
TECHNOLOGY 

Toll Free 1-800-255-8090 • email: controleburk.com 

BUIK 
TECHNOLOGY 

Toll Free 1-800-255-8090 • email: control@burk.com 
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the city heads for the end of the decade. 
BIA projects revenue growth of 5.7 per-
cent between 1995 and 1999 for the 
Portland market, and everyone is opti-
mistic about getting a piece of it. 
"Our business has come back strong," 

says Sher. 
"Our focus now has to be to go after 

the ad dollars that are going to TV and 
other sources, not to go after each 
other." 
Saga is even more aggressive about 

growth. "We're working with WGME-TV. 
the Portland newspapers, the govern-
ment and the convention bureau in an 
effort to make Portland a destination 
city for convention business," says Gold. 
And Rubins says the real key to 

Portland's future lies in its location 
Referring to its setting amid water and 
mountains, she says "Any city with 
those natural resources will always be 
attractive to live and work in ... (we're) 
assured a dynamic future." 

By day, Scott Fybush is an editor/writer 
at WBZ(AM) in Boston. After hours, he'.% 
the editor of the on-line "New England 
Radio Watcher" column, a co-creator q/ 
the Boston Radio Archives Web site 
(http://radio.lcs.mit.edu/radio/ 
hostonractio.html) 

Portland Financial Snapshot 

Market Rank: 162 
Revenue Rank: 83 
Number of FMs: 16 
Number of AMs: 10 

Revenue 1992: $ 12.0 mil. 
Revenue 1993: $ 13.5 mil. 
Revenue 1994: $ 15.4 mil. 
Revenue 1995: $ 16.5 mil. 
Revenue 1996: $ 17.5 mil. est. 

Revenue Growth 
'89-'94: 6.0% 
'95-'99: 5.7% 

Local Revenue: 75% 
National Revenue 25% 

1994 Population: 249,000 
I  Per Capita Income: $ 18,270 

Median Income: $39,418 
Average Household 

Income: $46,899 

Source: / l)/-7/\ 
PUSUCATIONS 
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Mika »vim 
Radio Station Data Base 
100% CASS Certified! 

Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX 

Market Size, Ratings & More! 

Also: Group mailing to 

GMs, PDs, SMs & CEs. 

The Radio Mall 
1-888-97-RADIO 

toll free 
READER SERVICE 34 

HOT 
NEW 

JINGLES! 
If you thought you 

couldn't afford new jingles, 

we have a surprise for you! 

Call for our new 

FREE CD demo today! 

800-451-KENR 
(5367) 

Incorporated 

READER SERVICE 65 

-4.4.exttl 
5827 Columbia Pike 

3rd Floor 

Falls Church, VA 22041 

ATTENTION 
ADVERTISERS! 

Tuned In reaches 12,500+ 

broadcast equipment and 

service buying prospects 

every month! Station Services 

appears in every issue of Tuned In. 

Contact Simone Mullins to 

reserve your advertising space 

in the next issue of Tuned In! 

TEL: 703-998-7600 

FAX: 703-998-2966 

765 Hit Songs 

Of the 80's 

On 50 Compact Discs 

Only $399 
The "A" List with the most- requested Pop, AC, 
:md Rock hits! For a free demo and complete 
track listings, phone or FAX Ghostwriters: 

1-8,00-646-2911 
For sale 1,) Radu, Statiuns,n1IN 

For track listings now go to 
WEB SITE: http://radio-mall.com 
Or E-mail: mediamall@aol.com 
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¿,OLD STATION 
STUDIOS?? 
Come into the 90s 

If your station sounds BAD, it's harder to sell! 
No need to spend money on new equipment ... 

Just call STUDIO DESIGN. 
-Pull current equipment & rewire & install 

- Overhaul current equipment & rewire studio 
OR 

- New construction & installations 
- Studio & transmitter sites 

-Solve grounding hums or RF problems 
-FINANCING AVAILABLE - 

910-627-9259 
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AC PLAYLISTS All Adult 

Daily Music Programming 

Customized For Your Station & Market 

Affordable Prices For All Markets 

Contemporary 
Formats 

Monthly Billing - No Lengthy Contracts 

LA PAL 
BROADCAS 
(714) 77E1-63 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS! 
Promote your services to Tuned Ins 12,500+ readers. Reach group owners, station owners, 

GMs, sales managers, and program directors with your message. 
For information on affo'clable advertising call Simone Mullins at 1-800-336-3045 ext.154. 



New Sheriff in Town 
I
n the past, the only federal agency that 
radio broadcasters had to worry about 
when it came to multiple ownership 

was the FCC. The FCC rules were simplici-
ty in itself. They provided a brightly painted line that you 
could not cross. 

Before 1992, you could only own one AM and one FM in a 
market. Then the cap was raised to two AMs and two FMs in 
the larger markets, depending upon market size and the com-
bined audience share. 
Now with the Telecom Act, Congress and the FCC have 

authorized ownership of up to eight stations in a market, 
again depending upon market size. No worry. The FCC gave 
us a formula and a cap. All you had to do was figure out the 
size of your market and you knew exactly how many stations 
you could own. Radio broadcasters were free to grow until 
they bumped their head on the FCC-imposed ceiling. 

But now the FCC safe harbor of ownership limits is being 
challenged by a different federal agency that most broadcast-
ers are not accustomed to dealing with: the Justice 
Department. This is sending shock waves throughout the 
industry. 

It all started in late summer when the Justice Department 
began analyzing some of the mega-mergers lining up for FCC 
approval. In August, the Justice Department required Jacor 
Communications and Citicasters to divest a key radio station 

by Frank Montero 

rules. In the world of antitrust enforce-
ment, there is no such thing as a safe har-
bor. 
Fullerton went on to say, "Our reviews of 

radio station mergers have been in the news lately in part 
because merger enforcement is a relatively new phenomenon 
in the radio industry. Historically, the FCC-imposed caps on 
station ownership have tended to be more binding than 
antitrust constraints, so we had not devoted much time to 
looking at radio acquisitions. 

"Accustomed perhaps to a tradition of regulatory caps on 
station ownership, some in the industry have pressed (the 
Justice Department) for definitive antitrust 'rules of the road.' 
As this audience knows all too well, however, antitrust 
enforcement rarely lends itself to such bright-line treatment. 
And, in candor, our investigations get richer and more sophis-
ticated as we explore the various transactions that may raise 
concerns." 

Most recently, the Justice Department reached a settlement 
with American Radio Systems, allowing the company to 
purchase two Rochester radio stations as long as it divested 
itself of three other Rochester stations it owned, despite that 
fact that the FCC rules would have permitted the ownership of 
all the stations. 

Most revealing about the ARS case is the fact that it marked 
the first time that the Justice Department challenged a joint 

Now the FCC safe harbor of ownership limits is being challenged by a different federal 

agency that most broadcasters are not accustomed 

to dealing with: the Justice Department. 

before permitting them to proceed with a merger that fell 
within the FCC ownership limits. 

The difficulty with this specter of new federal regulatory 
enforcement is that there are no clear limits on the number of 
stations that can be owned. The Justice Department analysis 
is essentially done on a case-by-case basis, treating no two sit-
uations or markets alike. 

In fact, the definition of the relevant market (i.e., media or 
broadcasting or just radio) may vary with each analysis. 

Lawrence Fullerton, deputy assistant attorney general of the 
Justice Department Antitrust Division, explained it this way in 
a speech to the Business Development Associates: "While the 
Telecommunications Act raised the FCC station ownership 
limits, it made it clear at the time that antitrust review of radio 
mergers was preserved. 

"It follows," Fullerton cautioned, "that antitrust law restric-
tions on station ownership can be more binding than the 
telecommunications law statutory limits in some cases." 

This news is a shock to station owners who are accus-
tomed to the clear-cut numerical limits imposed by the FCC 

sales agreement, or JSA, by which one station purchases the 
right to price and sell all the advertising time of another sta-
tion that it does not yet own. A JSA functions like an LMA, but 
without the programming. The broker only buys the advertis-
ing time on the brokered station. With this, it has become 
clear that one of the Justice Department concerns is not so 
much control of the audience share (as the FCC would be 
concerned with), but control of the advertising dollars in a 
given market. 

With the announcement of the ARS settlement, Joel Klein, 
acting assistant attorney general, noted, "The (Justice 
Department) Antitrust Division will vigorously ensure that 
consolidation doesn't lead to market domination in the radio 
industry ... Competition helped make radio an effective and 
affordable advertising medium, and we intend to keep it that 
way." 
With the focus on control of advertising revenue, it is clear 

that LMAs and JSAs are not safe from antitrust scrutiny. This 
has likewise created an uproar because the FCC has tradition-
ally been very careful to state that an LMA is not a transfer of 
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FM AIR-CHAIN 
PRODUCTS 

e 

250 Programmable 5-band Processor 
Gated AGC, 5-band Compression and EQ. split-spectrum limiting— 
all with colorless gain control. Manually pre-program 4 processing 
presets or place entirely under RS-232 remote control. 

255 "Spectral Loading" Processor 
Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music formats. 
Includes gated AGC and 3-band Compressor/Limiter. Our unique 
"Spectral Loading" feature gives a very aggressive sound. 

260 Multifunction "Utility" Processor 
This simple stereo AGC/Compressor/ Limiter is ideal for budget-FMs, 
uplinks, TV-aural and many other station chores. Split-spectrum 
processing utilizes PWM dynamic control. 

708 Digital-Synthesis FM Stereo Generator 
A basic Stereo-Gen with outstanding specifications. Built-in, adjustable 
Composite Processing, RDS/SCA combining, and accurate front-panel 
metering for easy setup. 

716 "DAVID-Ir FM Processor/Stereo-Gen 
A gated-AGC/Compressor/ Limiter, plus clean digital synthesis of the 
multiplex baseband signal. This second-generation design features PWM 
gain contrcd, an adjustable Composite Processor and RDS/SCA combining. 
A fantastic performer! 

630 FM "Relay" Receiver 
A tunable, single-channel re-broadcast receiver for FM translator service 
and similar, critical off-air pickups. Features both composite multiplex 
and left/right audio outputs. IF bandwidth, auto-mute and auto-blend 
functions may be remotely selected: alarm outputs for loss of carrier and 
loss of program audio. 

Call today for complete technical information on these items, plus our line of 
AM, Radio-Data and Measurement products. 

Inovonics, Inc_ 1 
1305 Fair Avenue TEL (408) 458-0552 FAX (408) 458-0554 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 U.S.A. E- Mail inovonics@aol.com 
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products and services 

$795 buys 1229 great Oldies on 50 CDs! 
(Regular price $ 17951 

'70s Gold, AC and Country libraries also available at new reduced prices 

seine 6 tiot a „cis 12/15/'a 
otter e.. 

A divisio of 

HENRY 
ENGINEERING 

To Order, 
Call 1-800-HALLAND 

IMF 
HALLAM) BROADCAST SERVICES, me 

Inn» 
Song Lists on the Internet! 1289 E. Alosta Ave., Glendora, CA 91740 

tel: 818.963.6300 fax: 818.963.2070 http://www.h - b - s.com 

Your Bottom Line Is Only 
as Good as Your Coverage. 

Shively Can Predict 
Yo 

Better th 
Coverage 
n Anyone Else. 

• 30 Years Experience 

• Full-Service Provider 

• Multi-Station Solutions 

• FM & UHFAntennas 

• Filters & Combiners 

Shively Labs, 
because ... 

... it pays to be heard! 
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA 

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273 
e-mail: sales@shively.com 
- An Employee-Owned Company - 
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READER SERVICE 88 

PRODUCT AND 
SERVICES SHOWCASE 
A Special Section Showcasing 
Your Products & Services 

PRODUCT SHOWCASE ads are specifically 
designed for advertisers who need more impact 

than a classified ad and 
GET YOUR 
MESSAGE 
ACROSS 
WITHOUT 
BREAKING 

YOUR BUDGETS 

want an inexpensive 
alternative to display 
advertising. Reserve 
your space now for the 
next issue of Tuned In. 

Call Christopher Rum 

at 415-824-3499 



ownership of any kind. 
In 1992, when the FCC last raised its 

ownership caps prior to the Telecom 
Act, the FCC regulated LMAs by stat-
ing that they were permitted as 
long there was no transfer of 
control of the station being time-
brokered. The rules were sim-
ple and, for most, fair. In 
essence, if you own a station in 
a market, and decide to LMA a 
station that overlaps with the 
one you own, that station you 
are programming under the LMA 
is counted toward your owner-
ship limit. 

Because most LMAs are coupled 
with a purchase option anyway, hav-
ing the FCC vest you with an "attribut-
able interest" (to use the official term) in 
the station you are programming 
seemed reasonable. 

With JSAs, which only provide for the 
purchase of commercial time, with no 
programming being provided by the 
broker, no attributable interest was vest-
ed in the programmer. 

Thus, the FCC permitted JSAs with 
stations that could not be owned, even 
under the FCC ownership cap, because 
the station was not counted toward the 
ownership limit. 
Now the Justice Department has 

made these arrangements fair game. As 
an initial salvo, the Justice Department 
has stated that LMAs and JSAs may trig-
ger Hart-Scott-Rodino filing require-
ments. It has always been the case that 
transactions that meet a certain mone-
tary threshold trigger the Hart-Scott-
Rodino waiting period. 

For radio, HSR is triggered when 
either the acquiring or the acquired 
company has assets of at least $100 mil-
lion and the other party has at least $10 
million in total assets. In addition, the 
acquiring company must be acquiring 
15 percent or more of the voting stock, 
or, alternatively, assets in excess of $15 
million. 
HSR was enacted in 1976 as a method 

of slowing down large mergers. The HSR 
requirements force the parties to prepare 
a very detailed analysis of the combined 
operating parameters of the companies 
that propose to merge, and file that analy-
sis with the Justice Department. Then 
there is a 30-day waiting period during 
which the federal government and out-
side third parties are entitled to analyze 
the proposed transaction. 
The event that triggers the HSR 

requirments is a "change in the bene-
ficial ownership" of a company or its 

assets where the combined transaction 
meets the monetary threshold. 
Now, however, the Justice 

Department is suggesting that LMAs may 
constitute a transfer of beneficial owner-
ship for HSR purposes. Therefore, the 

have a positive side for transactions that 
would have been subject to HSR in any 
event. Now the parties can get the 
process out of the way before going 
through the trouble of signing up a 
merger. If they get through the HSR 
waiting period without a problem, 
the parties can proceed to the 
merger. 

If, on the other hand, there is a 
problem, they are aware of it 
before documents are signed, and 
security deposits are placed at 
risk. 
Also, the parties could continue 

with the LMA without the acquisition 
if they so desire. 
With regard to JSAs (and presumably 

LMAs as well), again the focus is the 
control of advertising dollars. 

In the ARS settlement, the Justice 
Department complaint noted that the 
JSA gave American Radio the right to 
price and sell all the advertising time of 
a direct competitor, and that the JSA, 
therefore, constituted an illegal restraint 
of trade in violation of the Sherman Act. 
Specifically, Assistant Attorney General 

There's a new sheriff in town, and he plays by a 

completely different set of rules. There are no more rules 

of the road, no more bright lines and no more safe 

ha -bors. 

HSR filing would have to be made and 
the waiting period passed before the 
LMA or JSA could start. Needless to say, 
this flies in the face of the adamant FCC 
assertion that an LMA cannot be a trans-
fer of any kind of station ownership, 
beneficial or otherwise. 

Lawrence Fullerton clarified Justice 
Department intentions by stating that "in 
discussing HSR concerns about LMAs, I 
am referring to LMAs entered into in 
connection with an acquisition." 

It is unclear, however, what this 
means. Is an LMA with a purchase 
option "entered into in connection with 
an acquisition"? 

Regardless, many believe that HSR 
should not be triggered by any LMA 
because there is no transfer of control 
as defined by the FCC. 

Still, Fullerton notes that "whether the 
FCC for its regulatory purposes views 
the owner/licensee as retaining control 
of the broadcast license is hardly dis-
positive for HSR purposes." 

Ironically, such an arrangement could 

Klein stated that "from the consumer's 
point of view, there is nothing good 
about this joint sales agreement. 

It simply eliminates price competition 
between two radio stations without cre-
ating any pro-competitive benefits for 
consumers." 
The end result of all this activity is 

that radio broadcasters, especially large 
group owners with consolidated hold-
ings in given markets, should not 
assume that the change in the FCC own-
ership rules under the Telecom Act sig-
nals a deregulatory free-for-all. 

There's a new sheriff in town, and he 
plays by a completely different set of 
rules. There are no more rules of the 
road, no more bright lines and no more 
safe harbors. 

Frank Montero is a communications 
attorney and partner with the Washington 
law firm Fisher Wayland Cooper Leader 
and Zaragoza, L.L.P. Contact him at 202-
775-5662; fax: 202-296-6518, or via e-
mail: fmontero@fwclz.com 
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Special Feature 

THE DIGITAL EXPRESS 
in 11 aboard! Radio's delivery of corn-

mercials once again is changing 
I I the face of radio advertising. A 

decade or so ago it was the fax machine 
— hello last-minute copy, goodbye assis-
tant sales transcribers. Today, it's Digital 
Generation Systems (DGS) and Digital 
Courier International (DCI). 
DGS and DCI are digital distribution 

networks that have been hitting the 
radio community by storm, electronically 
linking radio stations in both the United 
States and Canada with thousands of 
advertisers, agencies, production studios, 
syndicators and music companies. 

Each network features a PC-based 
server, located in production studios 
and advertising agencies. Audio files 
including commercials, newly released 
singles and more are loaded into 
servers, then transmitted via phone lines 
to the network's headquarters. 

Both DGS and DCI, in turn, send the 
audio, along with associated instruc-
tions, to each receiver. The end result is 
receiving. No tape duplications, no 
Federal Express or courier charges; only 
a simple fax to all stations: "Use 
12345ABC Flip's Place, : 50/:10, should 
arrive on DGS by 12 noon." 

Production departments push a few 
keys, pot up an audio source and begin 
recording. Whether you live on cart or in 
a hard drive, DGS and DCI deliver CD-
quality audio almost everywhere. And 
when quality is critical, digital becomes 
the preferred solution. 
DGS reached a milestone this past 

September, announcing that WMTZ(FM), 
Johnstown, Pa., was the 5,000th station 
to join its digital ,distribution network. "It 
is very exciting to be able to take 
advantage of the technology of the next 
century with DGS," says WMTZ General 
Manager Ron Knight. 

Since 1991, advertisers like GM, Coca-
Cola, McDonald's, as well as agencies 
like Leo Burnett, BBDO and others have 
embraced DGS to streamline the produc-
tion/distribution of their commercials to 
radio. The result: 85 percent of the top 
100 spot radio advertisers and 85 per-
cent of the top 100 agencies use DGS. 

Traditionally, radio spots have been 
recorded to tape, with masters being 
sent to dub facilities. The copying would 
follow, with each tape delivered via air 
courier to the radio buy list. We're talk-

ing at least a day or two before airing. 
When Nobody Beats The Wiz, an East 

Coast electronics chain, wanted to jump 
ahead of the competition during a sudden 
summer heat wave, the company cleated a 
quick spot advertising air conditioners and 
left the rest of the work to DGS. The digital 
express has given advertisers a tactical 
advantage, resulting in incremental sales. 

DCI, a Canadian company that was 

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION 13Y VICKY BARON 

introduced to the U.S. a year ago, boasts 
more than 4,000 subscribing stations, 
including 90 percent of target radio sta-
tions across Canada, with an average of 
400 new member stations a month. 
Warner Music Canada and Atlantic 
Records (NY) recently joined forces with 
DCI to release the first single off of Phil 
Collins' latest album to radio stations. 
"Dance into the Light" was sent to 38 sta-
tions in five time zones across Canada 
simultaneously. Each station received the 
single via regular phone lines or ISDN. 
From there, the stations could choose to 
dump it into their digital automation sys-
tems or play it directly to air. 

From an engineering standpoint the 
concept is pretty basic. Each system uses 
proprietary audio compression technology, 
a high-quality, loss-less scheme providing 

by Flip Michaels 

6-to-1 compression ratios. 
So what are production directors say-

ing? Tom Anthony, creative services direc-
tor at WFOG(FM), Norfolk, Va., says, "The 
only problem I have ever had with DGS 
has been the limited amount of memory 
on the DGS unit itself. We solved that 
problem easily enough by making a tape 
backup of every DGS spot we air. 

Production pro Jon Rose of 
WBYR(FM), Fort Wayne, Ind., says, "We 
have had DCI for a couple of months. 
They do offer a good deal, paying for 
the ISDN line (both installation and the 

monthly bill) and providing the comput-
er, all for a nominal, one-time start-up 
cost. I think DGS asks the customer to 
pay for the dedicated line which, all 
things considered, isn't a whole lot of 
cash. We elected to go with DCI 
because, if all goes according to our 
plan, our new owners will bring another 
station into this building in early '97, a 
station already using DGS." 

Digital Generation Systems Inc. can 
be reached at 1-800-335-4DGS; Digital 
Courier International Corp. can be con-
tacted at 1-800-909-7888. Surfing the 
Net? Just type DGS or DCI in any of your 
Web browsers. 

Flip Michaels bas spent the past nine 
years in major-market radio, currently 
working as production director at WGMS-
FM in Washington. He can be contacted 
via e-mail at fmichaelsewgms.com 
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Turn your PC into a 
multimedia 

data 
broadcast 

center! 
Distribute PC-based 
files worldwide with 
International Datacasting's 
new EchoCom Plus software. 

Ec ;Arco m 
MULTIMEDIA Cia,,ai BRoAnc4srievo S 

International Datacasting's new EchoCom 
Plus is a package of software that works at both 
the service provider and user sites to handle 
all aspects of the sending, receiving and 
viewing of computer files. 

With EchoCom Plus, network 
operators can distribute all types 
of personal computer files, 
including audio, video, animation 
and text. EchoCom Plus is 
independent of broadcast type, so 
files can be sent by satellite, LAN, 
FM-SCA, RDS or cable. And, 
EchoCom Plus is compatible 
with all of International 
Datacasting's satellite systems and with most 
other point to multi-point broadcasting systems. 
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FEATURES 

• One-way data broadcast system 
• Distribute text, graphics, video, 
audio or animation 

• Windows°  '95 & Windows 3.1 
compatible 

• Individual addressing of up to 
10,000 subscribers 

• Network access controlled by 
license number 

• Data transmission up to 256 
kb/s using a high-speed 
synchronous interface card 

• Asynchronous data 
transmission up to 19.2 kb/s 
using internal COM port 

Windows is a registered trademark 

of the Microsoft Corp. 

Corporate Headquarters: 

2680 Queensview Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6 ml: (613) 596 4120 Fax: (613) 596 4863 E-Mail: intldata@magi.cam 

US Sales and Marketing: 

3850 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 420, Norcross, Georgia, USA 30092 "Ibl: (770) 446 9684 Fax: (770) 448 6396 E-Mail: intldata@ix.netcom.com 
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It's not whether you win or lose, but 

where you beam the game. 

For listeners all over the country, there is no big game unless you bring it to them 

through your sports network. And no one offers more trusted or reliable transmis-

sions than we do. We're the radio-only experts at NPR, and we can help you design 

your very own sports network on Galaxy IV. Our C-band, Single Channel Per Carrier 

comes through, even in inclement weather. Plus, you get access to thousands of other 

stations. So, you may never be the hero who throws the bomb that wins the game, but 

you'll be the next best thing — the hero who beams the signal that brings the game. 

Call us today for more information at (202) 414-2626. 

NPR Satellite Services® 
Link up with us 

635 Massachusetts Ave., NW., Washington, DC 20001-3753 (202) 414-2626 
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LIVING Ili Fl HARD DRIVE 
ake a look around your radio station. Isn't it amazing how 

; close we are to living in a hard drive? From automated 
I computer workstations and digital editing systems to 

Internet home pages and ISDN technology, radio is on the 
move. According to the Delphi Forecast Study released by the 
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) early last year, by 
the year 2000, computer automation will be used in some 
form by every radio station in the country. 

Just think: Right now fax machines are becoming just 
another software feature. We receive audio in the form of is 
and Os. Program directors are using the words "re-boot" more 

often than "stay on the clock," and general sales man-
agers are seizing opportunities to increase rev-

enue on-line. 
Former FCC 

Commissioner 
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Andrew Barrett 
stated in the Delphi Forecast 

Study that radio stations will need to "make 
themselves attractive to audiences that become accus-

tomed to a variety of interactive program choices." 
If you're serious about a broadcasting career in the new 

millennium, be quick or be dead. Food for thought: How 
many radio positions now require computer experience? I 
mean, would you hire a chief engineer who has never surfed 
the Net? Or a program director who could not train an indi-

vidual on a digital console? Or a production director who still 
butters his or her bread with a razor blade? Based on current 
trends, I think not. 

"The reality of the situation is that every broadcast facility 
in the country and, not long after, the world, will be digital," 
says Tom Anthony, creative services director at WFOG(FM), 
Norfolk, Va. "If you don't know the concept of 'point and 
click' and 'cut and paste,' you are a living, 
breathing dinosaur. Grow or go." 

Look at the evolution that has yielded 
by Flip M 

the increased flexibility and greater efficiency of digital tech-
nology today. Take Musicam Express, for example. "Our main 
stream is digital satellite distribution," says Keith LaHonta, vice 
president of sales and marketing. 

"Today, it's as easy as point, drag and click to store up to 
20 hours of programming." Musicam Express is just one of 
many pioneers in digital audio delivery. "There's a handful of 
multiple players in the business now. It's a matter of costs and 
relationships," La Honta says. 

Like the alliance between ABC Radio Networks and Digital 
Generation Systems (DGS)? "ABC and DGS are systematically 
and openly developing digital technology and other commu-

nication solutions that are credible and cost-effective for sta-
tions," says Bob Donnelly, vice president of engineering for 
ABC Radio Networks. 
And did you ever think we'd be talking about satellite 

launches in radio? SpaceCom, International Datacasting, NSN 
Network Services and NPR Satellite Services offer full-time 

programming capabilities. NPR launched Galaxy 
IV with the help of Hughes Communications 
back in 1993. Galaxy IV will provide progam-
ming for some 3,000 commercial radio stations 
through the year 2005. Then it's time for 
another launch. 
Still not impressed? 
The Los Angeles-based Rick Dees Weekly 

Top 40 Countdown reaches more than 400 
stations worldwide on CD. Rick and his crew 
have also just announced that the show is 
now entirely digital. They just zip (i.e., com-
press) the file and ship it out to be copied and 
distributed. 
Today, networks, agencies and radio stations are 
linking together for a common purpose. 
Consequently, a new form of cost-cutting technol-
ogy is spreading across global markets. Call them 

networks, clusters, constellations, even virtual corpora-
tions. 

The point is, you can view them as either the wave of the 
future or just a passing fad. Your company's view could deter-
mine its place in the fast lane. 
Too often, profound thinking about the future occurs only 

when present success has eroded. Keep yourself abreast of 
current trends by reading this and other trade publications. 
Then find the most technologically savvy person on your staff 
and ask him or her what's new. 

Discover ways to learn something new about the digital 
domain of your computer every week, if only for a few min-
utes a week. Odds are, you may not be up to speed on the 
equipment that is in-house, nevermind the extremely cutting-
edge stuff. But don't worry; you'll get there. 

Just think back to the days of using carbon paper, transcrib-
ing copy from clients over the phone. That's when I realize 
just how far we have come. And there will always be naysay-
ers who deny the significance and impact of technology. In 

1943, IBM Chairman Thomas Watson said, 
"I think there is a world market for maybe 
five computers." Yeah, right. 

ichaels 
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broadcast results group 

products and services 

Radio's 
Reality Check 

Is Online! 
www.arminc.corn 

Actual Radio Measurement 
Electronic Measurement of 

AM & FM In-car Listenership 

505-828-0488 

READER SERVICE 35 

Protect Your 
Wallet! 

Afford3ble igitaI 
Automation 
EASY TO USE! 
Runs on any Windows PC 
Audio on hard drive 
Full overlap wi 1 audio card 
Satellite Interface 
Works with traffic systems 
True "rotating" carts 
Uses standard audio card 
Playback & Record 
Full automation or live assist 
Uses regular WAV files 
Built-in audio editor 
Windows 3 1 or Win 95 

BSI Only $999 
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High Profile 

M
ost morning teams are pretty gutsy. They'll do almost 
anything for laughs — and ratings. But how many 
jocks would shed their clothes and jump into the 

shower with a big city politician? 
Mark Thompson and Brian Phelps of KLOS( FM) in Los 

Angeles had no inhibitions about doing just that. They jokingly 

by Bob Rusk 

convinced then-San Francisco Mayor Frank Jordan that he 
would pick up 25,000 votes if he joined them as they lathered 

up. 
Jordan was running for re-election in a hotly contested race 

last year. Mark and Brian thought it would be fun to travel 

from their studio in0. 
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Los Angeles to the City by the Bay and 
throw some cold water on the proceed-
ings. 
"We walked into his home with a 

preset interview," Mark recalls. "We had 
four or five ideas and the first thing we 
asked was, would he take a shower 
with us." 

Jordan's wife urged him to play along 
with the gag — so he disrobed and the 
trio headed for the master bedroom of 
the mayor's mansion. 

The 15-minute shower was broadcast 
live on "The Mark & Brian Show," 
which originates from KLOS, and is syn-
dicated to 20 other markets. 

The jocks had Jordan sing the Frank 
Sinatra ballad "My Way" and the mayor 
proclaimed, "I'm a squeaky clean candi-
date and I have nothing to hide." 

Apparently, though, voters felt certain 
things are better left covered up. Jordan 
went on to lose the election. 
Do Mark and Brian feel responsible 

for Jordan's political shortcomings? 
"No!" Brian replies. 
"Absolutely!" Mark says. 
That incident was tame compared to on his fiancée: He relieved himself in The young lady, shocked at the mess, 

the time Mark and Brian put a listener the cat box, leaving her to think that thought the kitten was sick. When she 
on the air to tell of the trick he played their kitten did it. 

Mark and Brian with favorite guest Tom Cruise 

woutemer rev kilft, re ow» 
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joined her man on the air and heard him tell the sto-
ry, she thought he was sick. Some listeners thought 
Mark and Brian were sick for stooping to such gross-
ness. 

Mark and Brian have been engaging in morning 
madness at KLOS(FM) for nearly 10 years. They first 
met in 1986, when they were brought together on 
WAPI-FM (I-95) in Birmingham, Ala. 
A native of the Dixie state, Mark attended the 

University of Northern Alabama and claims he got 
into radio because he "didn't want to work at the 
plant." Twenty-four years later, he loves the business 
more than ever. 

Brian, who attended Illinois State University, had 
no radio experience before joining Mark, but was a 
member of the "Laughing Stock" comedy troupe. 

"People from I-95 knew both of us and thought 
we'd make a good team," Mark says. "We were flown 
into town and put up in a hotel for a weekend. We 
spent the better part of a night playing tapes for each 
other and decided to give it a shot. We thought it 
would be fun." 

Adds Brian, "We made each other laugh." 
In a business where egos can put a wedge between on-air 

partners, Mark and Brian come across like a happily married 
couple. One starts a sentence, and the other finishes it. 

"You can't fake a relationship like ours," Brian says. "When 
we first started we wanted it to work so badly. We defended 
and supported each other. It might have sounded like we 
were a lot closer than we actually were for the first few 
months." 

In the summer of 1987, Bill Sommers, the recently retired 
president and general manager of KLOS, flew to Birmingham 
to have dinner with the dynamic duo. 

Mark and Brian are always picking up new listeners. 

Posing with Nicolas Cage 

"They were very funny and seemed so compatible on the 
air," Sommers says. "I thought that if I brought them to Los 
Angeles and directed them, they'd work out well" 

In September 1987, Mark and Brian went on the air at 
KLOSCFM). Sommers got some doubtful responses from peo-
ple in the business. 

"They couldn't understand why I'd hire two guys from (the 
55th market) to do mornings in the No. 2 market," continues 
Sommers. "The way I looked at it, people are either funny or 
they're not." 

Within two years, Mark and Brian had the top-rated morn-
ing show in Los Angeles. But at the outset, there were some 

hurdles to overcome. 
"It was do or die." Mark says. "We had 

gone about as far as we could go in 
Birmingham. The natural evolution was to 
move to a bigger market, and Los Angeles 
called. 

"I spent every dime I had saved to move 
out here. We came out hoping we would 
get enough of a rating to stay for a little 
while — to get (the call letters) on the 
resume." 
While the station paid his way to come 

west, Mark had the added responsibility of 
a wife and six-month-old son to support. 
The family stayed in a hotel for two weeks 
while they hunted for a place to live. 
"Coming from the South, I had no credit 

established here," Mark explains. 
"You have to pay first and last month's 

rent when you move into a house; you 
have to pay deposits on everything. So if 
this would not have worked, I would have 
been dead broke in six months." 
Never one to let the conversation turn 

serious, bachelor Brian interjects, "I luckily 
had the Cher connection. She put me up for 
a while. I was her boy-toy for about three 
years!" 
Hollywood's biggest stars routinely appear 
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on "The Mark & Brian Show." The guest 
list reads like a "Who's Who" of show 
biz movers and shakers, including 
Academy Award-winner Nicolas Cage, 
"Baywatch" star Pamela Anderson Lee, 
"Grace Under Fire" star Brett Butler and 
Tom Cruise. 

Cruise is clearly a Mark and Brian 
favorite. While some guests come in 
with an entourage of agents, managers 
and various hangers-on, Cruise walked 
in with just his sister. 

"She's a fan of our show and wanted to 
see us," Mark says. "And Tom was won-
derful — absolutely a fabulous individual 
not only to interview, but to be around." 

"A lot of stars won't put a dollar or 
two into the tin cup at the coffee 
machine," adds Brian. "He did, and 
even paid for his muffins." 

There are horror stories, however, of 
certain stars who may not be invited 
back for an encore performance. At the 
top of that list is Tina Louise, who 
played Ginger on the old "Gilligan's 
Island" TV show. 

"She wanted to talk about this umbrel-
la that she was trying to sell," says Mark. 
"She kept referring to it as a parasol." 

"It is a parasol," Brian interrupts, doing 

his finest impression of the actress. 
"I understand that, Tina," Mark imme-

diately shoots back. "And it's a great-
looking parasol, but could we talk about 
'Gilligan's Island' for a little bit?" 

Tina repeatedly refused, according to 
Mark. "We know it's a win-win situation 
when people come on the air," he says. 

"We win because we get to talk to 

celebrities, and they win because they 
get to promote something. But she 
came in and it was obvious that she just 
wanted to do a commercial." 
Bob Vila, the home improvement 

guru, walked out on Mark and Brian one 
morning after he built a record cabinet 
for their albums. Vila apparently thought 

By the Number' 

S
ince the arrival of Howard Stern's syndicated show on the Los Angeles air-
waves, a rivalry has heated up between Stern and Mark and Brian. But both 
morning shows take a backseat to Spanish-formatted KLVE(FM), which 

ranked No. 1 among persons 12-plus in morning drive in the Summer '96 rat-
ings. 
KLSX(FM), which airs Stern, ranked third in the daypart. Mark and Brian on 

KLOS(FM) ranked 13. The picture changes, however, when looking at other 
demographics. Among persons 18-34, KLVE(FM) was still first, and KLSX was 
still third, but KLOS moved up to seventh place. 
In the 25-54 demographic, KLVE was first, KLSX was second and KLOS was 

fourth. 

Mark and Brian's numbers improve even more when looked at over a four-
book period — Fall '95, Winter '96, Spring '96 and Summer '96. In the 25-54 
demo, KLVE wins with an 8.7 share, KLSX places second with a 6.1 and KLOS 
shows up third with a 4.4. 

— Bob Rusk 
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he was going to be an in-studio guest, 
but Mark and Brian just wanted him to 
do carpentry work in the hallway. 

He was very angry," Brian says. It 
was probably our fault, or a lack of 
communication." Like in any close rela-
tionship, Mark and Brian have had their 
occasional squabbles. 

But what sets them apart is the pact 
they made when they got together in 
Birmingham. We agreed never to break 
it," Brian says. 

"If a problem comes up, we either 
clear the room or go for a walk during a 
break. We can be complete babies in 
front of each other and say things that 
we'd never want anyone else to hear. 
"We clear things up as they come 

along. Through that we protect each 
other and have a great time." 

We can be complete 
babies in front of each 
other and say things that 

we'd never want anyone 
else to hear. 

Brian Phelps 

One of their worst experiences was 
The Adventures of Mark & Brian," a 
1991 TV series that ran on NBC for just 
two months. 

Commenting on any future ventures 
into the video arena. Mark says with a 
laugh, "We're gonna try to have a 
human sacrifice for the first volunteer 
that steps up." 

These NAB Marconi Award-winners 
agree that radio is their bread and but-
ter, which is good news for KLOS(FM) 
and the affiliates — including 
KGON(FM) in Portland, Ore., and 
KKHG(FM) in Tuscon, Ariz. Both sta-
tions have scored morning-drive rating 
wins with the show. 

All of this is music to the ears of Mark 
and Brian, who wanted to syndicate 
from the moment they arrived in Los 
Angeles, as a way of getting back at 
their manager in Birmingham. 

"He told us, 'You know the problem 
with your show? It'll play anywhere," 
remembers Brian. 
Mark says, " He thought he was 

cussing us out, but it was a compliment." 
"He wanted us to talk about pork bellies 

and stuff like that," says Brian. "But people 
are people — and we play to people." 

Bob Rusk spent 20 years in radio. He 
is a regular contributor to Tuned In. 

"First quarter sales 
slump looms" 

One-On-One Sports plans repeat of 
$160,000 windfall by filling empty avails 
with Talk America per-order spot ads. 
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trained sales reps close sales at 2-to-3 times the national average. 
Our state-of-the-art Platinum tracking technology ensures you get credit for 

every sale. And we mail checks to you weekly. 

"But I've been burned by P.O. outfits before." 

We know. We've heard the stories. That's why we'll send you the names 
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happy to give you a reality check. We'll also send you a free copy of Talk 
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Programmin 

FM Talker WWTN Defies 
The Odds and Wins 

W
hen Gaylord Entertainment purchased the strug-
gling and bankrupt talker WWTN(FM), Nashville, 
in July of last year, the company wanted to try its 

hand at non-traditional talk radio. 
Originally, Gaylord planned to convert WWTN to a hot 

country station to complement its other outlets in the market: 
country WSM-FM and country classics WSM(AM). With 
research indicating a hole in the Nashville market for an FM 
talk station, however, General Manager Bob Meyer reconsid-
ered. He began looking at how to improve what he already 
had and in what direction to take it. 
Some talk stations on the FM band have chosen to play it 

cool with straightforward talk shows about today's issues, like 
WLS-FM in Chicago tried to do. Others, such as WJFK-FM in 
Washington and WTKS(FM) in Orlando, Fla., go with the so-
called "hot talk" that includes some comedy and blue humor. 

"A lot of ex-news directors and program directors wanted 
us to focus more on news, and I wanted to focus more on 
talk," Meyer says. We didn't want to do what the traditional 
talk stations were doing, and blue humor was out of the ques-
tion," he says. After all, WWTN is "in the Bible Belt of the 
U.S., and Gaylord Entertainment is the buckle." (Gaylord also 
owns the Opryland Theme Park, Opryland Hotel, The Wild 
Horse Saloon and the cable networks The Nashville Network 
(TNN), Country Music Television (CMT) and the Christian 
music formatted Z-Music, all based in Nashville.) 

As a result, WWTN's show hosts lean toward the conserva-

WWTN's night 

show host 

Terry Taylor 

The Money Game 

tive side. Besides, says Meyer, "having three hours of conserv-
ative talk and then three hours of liberal talk is like playing 
three hours of country music and then three hours of rock 

and roll." 
When Gaylord assumed ownership of the station, the com-

pany found itself with many problems. The transmitter build-
ing was not cooled, the tower swayed and the station was fre-
quently hit by lightning. Meyer knew they would have to 
totally revamp the station. "We are long-term players, and we 

had the resources to make WWTN into a class property," he 
says. 
On the programming side, Meyer and Program Director 

(now Operations Manager) Kyle Cantrell had to break some 
harmful habits. Because of the bankruptcy, Meyer says, "none 
of the show hosts were really helping each other or cross-pro-
moting. The hosts were even selling some commercial time 
just to make sure they got paid." He adds that that practice 
was stopped immediately and all sales were in-house only 
because they didn't want 10 to 20 different people out selling 
the station 10 to 20 different ways. 

Meyer's next step in rebuilding WWTN was finding a 
morning show. He hired Phil Valentine, who had been co-
hosting the morning show at crosstown AC station WLAC-
FM. Valentine had also done a stint at powerful talker 
WLAC(AM). Valentine's "hook," so to speak, was that he is 
the Republican son of a Democratic congressman. He has 
since left the station. 

The new morning show I'm searching for will gather all 
the opinions of Nashville," says new PD Jack Landreth. 

by Brian Holmes 
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Following morning drive is 
Westwood One's G. Gordon Liddy 
show from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. The suc-
cessful shows "The Money Game" 
and "Sports Night" take WWTN into 
the evening hours. 

"The Money Game" is hosted by 
well-known Nashville financial 
consultants Dave Ramsey and Roy 
Matlock. Experience is the the 
name of the game with this show; 
unfortunately, it's bad experiences, 
not good. Ramsey was in the real 
estate business in his 20s and had 
accumulated a worth of more than 
a million dollars, then lost it all. 
Now recovered, he runs his own 
financial consulting company and is 
determined to help others avoid the 
money mistakes he made. 

"The Money Game" also has 
been very successful at the ratings 
game, barely trailing Rush 
Limbaugh on WLAC(AM). In the 
Summer '96 Arbitron book, "The 
Money Game" had a 5.4 versus 
WLAC's 3.5 with the 18- to 34-year-
old demographic. In the 25-54 category, 
it was a 6.3 versus a 5.6. 

If you ask WWTN's sales staff, they 

T111 ÇTOOGiç 

SPORIÏNIGHT 

would probably say the show could be 
called "The Make Money Game." Meyer 
says the show's advertisers attribute as 
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much as 40 percent of their busi-
ness to Ramsey's on-air endorse-
ments. But getting those business-
es was not easy. 
"Dave tells people not to buy new 
cars and not to get credit cards, 
so my sales department was wor-
ried that they wouldn't be able to 
get the car dealers or banks to 
advertise," Meyer says. "We put 
our heads together and decided 
to go for the used car dealers 
only. Agencies wanted us to 
throw in WWTN with a buy on 
our country stations, but I would-
n't hear of it." 
To test the responsiveness of "The 
Money Game" listeners, Meyer 
and Cantrell arranged a giveaway 
in which the grand prize was a 
used car. The only place to sign 
up for the contest was at the used 
car dealership. More than 10,000 
listeners signed up. 
"The Money Game" is now being 
syndicated and has already started 
airing on stations in Chattanooga 

and Knoxville, Tenn.; Bowling Green, 
Ky.; Winston-Salem, N.C., and Spokane, 
Wash. 

"Sports Night," hosted by George 
Plaster, Willie Daunic and Nashville 
Banner Sports Editor Joe Biddle, has 
also seen ratings success, once again 
proving that non-traditional methods are 
working for WW"I'N. 

"All the consultants we spoke to said 
that we couldn't do sports in 
afternoon drive in a city with no major 
league teams. We did it anyway," 
Meyer says. 

Arbitron's 18-49 ratings show wwriv 
with a 5.3 share versus WLAC's 2.8 in 
afternoon drive. In 25-54, it's WWTN 
over the WLAC gang 5.8 to a 3.7. In 
men 25-54, WLAC places with a 5.5 
share but it's the bottom of the ninth 
with the bases loaded for WWTN with 
an 10.1.WWIN's new night gabber John 
Ziegler also scores high in the male 
25-54 demo with an 8.8. 
Weekends filled with a lot of sports 

keep the weekend numbers hot for 
Supertalk 99.7 as well. Meyer is quick to 
point out that the high ratings on the 
weekends are not from play-by-play 
sports but rather sports talk shows. 
WWTN makes use of the SportsFan 
Radio Network out of Seattle for its 
Saturday and Sunday evening and 
overnight programming. The station also 
carries NASCAR racing every Saturday 
and Sunday midday. 
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Jeremy Savage was named opera-
tions manager of SFX/Hartford Radio 
Group, which includes WKSS(FM), 
WHCN(FM), WMRQ(FM) and 
WPOP(AM). 
Savage will oversee all the stations' 

broadcast facilities, computer net-
works, web sites and telephone sys-
tems while maintaining his slot as the 
afternoon personality for WKSS, KISS 

95.7. 

Chancellor Broadcasting Co. 
announced the promotion of Graham 
Satherlie from vice president/sales in 
Denver to vice president and general 
manager of KXKL-FM, KRRF(AM) and 
KALC-FM in Denver. 

American Radio Systems (ARS) - 
Baltimore has announced a local mar-

Meyer and his crew have con-
tinued to market the station as a 
hot, youthful yet informative sta-
tion. He says that only top 40 and 
classic rock hits are used for 
bumper music and that all outside 
marketing messages (television 
ads, outside boards, etc.) are 
tongue-in-cheek. 

Meyer notes that the best adver-
tising response he has gotten 
comes from local "graffiti advertis-
ing." 

This advertising is placed in 
front of a very captive audience — 
in the stalls and above the urinals 
in more than 600 bars, nightclubs 
and restaurants in the Nashville 
area. 

For a team of people who didn't 
know much about programming 
talk radio and then defied all the 
odds, the WWTN crew has suc-
ceeded. Meyer says the solution 
was simple: "We didn't go into this 
with any preconceived ideas other 
than good radio is good radio." 

Brian Holmes is the evening air 
personality for WSRZ-FM (Oldies 
106) and OM of all- news 
WSPB(AM) in Sarasota, Fla. He 
also an anchor for Metro Traffic-
Tampa, and a radio columnist for 
Music Forum Magazine. He can be 
reached at 941-388-3936, or via e-
mail at raydiodude@aol.com 

keting agreement between existing ARS 
stations in the market — WBMD(AM), 
WQSR(FM) and WBGR — and 
WWMX(FM) and WOCT(FM). 

T. Alan Hay, the market general 
manager for WQSR and WBMD, will 
now oversee WBGR, WWMX and 
WOCT as well. 

Barbara Crouse was named direc-
tor of marketing and promotion for the 
Baltimore area and will oversee market-
ing for all five stations. 

Bill Pasha, the program director for 
WQSR, will take on programming duties 

at WOCT, The Colt. 

Dick Marsh has been appointed 
executive vice president by Mortenson 
Broadcasting Co. 

Fisher Radio Seattle hired Tony 
Miner as program director of KVI(AM), 
Hot Talk 570. Also Stephan Jones has 
joined the KPLZ(FM) sales team. 

ARC-16: The industry standard 
for multi-site transmitter remote control. 

BURK 
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Format Focus 

lassical Stations 
1
 n an installment of 
Doonesbury" one 
Sunday last April, 

Mark the DJ is able 
to read a newspaper, talk on the phone, 
go out for lunch and take in a game of 
racquetball — all while keeping one ear 
peeled to the music his station is 
broadcasting. Finally, he opens the 
mic and says, "OK, that was 
Beethoven. Here's some Mozart." 

The last panel finds him reading a 
book and thinking, "I gotta go with 
the classical format more often." 

True enough, Garry Trudeau got 
his composers right: Beethoven and 
Mozart are still the mainstays of the 
format, along with Bach, Brahms. 
Tchaikovsky — all the usual suspects 
that most people familiar with the 
400-year history of classical music 
could easily name. But while the car-
toonist's depiction of DJ downtime 
may make for a good laugh, it bears 
little resemblance to the reality of 
what goes on at most of the 269 clas-

Adopt Top 
sical stations in the nation (fewer than 40 of which are com-
mercial) these days. 
The trend in recent years has been toward narrower 

playlists and shorter pieces tailored to specific dayparts, as 
classical broadcasters have awakened to the fact that, first and 
foremost, they're in the business of radio. 

"There is definitely a 'sound' that most classical stations are 
using now," says Catherine Meloy, GM of Chancellor's 
WGMS(FM) in Washington, which recently won this year's 
prestigious NAB Marconi Award for best station in the format. 
"And that sound is something that is very accessible. We don't 
play things that, quite frankly, people who really know classi-
cal music would be listening to, because that's the kind of 
music that would turn off the general-market listener." 
Among such turnoffs, classical programmers have found, 

are contemporary and avant-garde music; operas and most 
vocal music (other than atmospheric Gregorian chants and the 
opening chorus of Orffs popular oratorio "Carmina Burana"), 
organ music, concert broadcasts and too much erudite talk 
between selections. But eliminating these 
"esoteric" elements have exposed some 
stations to criticism from the classical 

by Davi d S o vv 

purists that make up their core audience. 
It's a real Catch-22, says Robert Conrad, PD at 
Cleveland's WCLV(FM). "The classical music 
format is the only format where the listener 
— some listeners — are asking us to play 
music that other people will tune out," 
Conrad says. "And I say to them that it 
would be cheaper for us to send a cas-
sette of the music to everybody who 
wants to listen to it (a group that Conrad 
estimates at maybe 20,000 listeners out 
of a cume of 150,000) than it is to tie 
up a multimillion-dollar radio station." 
In an era when arts funding is facing 

cutbacks and music education has 
become all but extinct, today's classical 
broadcasters must walk a fine line 
between pandering to public tastes and 
remaining true to their original mission. 
But those who have been able to manage 

this difficult task are reaping a tidy profit. 
Though classical's numbers remain modest 
— generally, between a 2 and 3 share in most 
markets — the format enjoys a high power 
ratio, thanks to its unique ability to deliver a 
loyal and decidedly upscale audience. 

Approach 
Classical music listeners tend to be highly educated, well-

paid, white-collar professionals between the ages of 35 and 
54, who live mainly in the suburbs and spend their money on 
high-end merchandise and services. "They've got more discre-
tionary income to spend," says Conrad, "so they're better cus-
tomers — even though they may be fewer. And we say, 'Why 
count noses when you can count customers?" 

Narrowcasting 
While most classical stations continue to maintain a library 

of about 15,000 individual selections, many have cut back 
their core playlist to 1,000 or fewer. WCLV's Conrad, for exam-
ple, draws from a "Top 400" roster ("what you would think of 
as the 'standard repertoire," he explains) that he and his DJs 
try to work through in a month's time. "That doesn't mean 
that we're playing exclusively from that 400," he says, 
"because we're driven a lot by the new recordings that come 
in. And if it's a piece that we think our audience is going to 
be interested in, we'll include it — even if it's not in the stan-

dard repertoire." 
Like most of his colleagues in the industry, 
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Conrad tries to program short, familiar 
pieces — including isolated symphonic 
movements — in morning and after-
noon drive. Longer works, such as com-
plete symphonies, fit well in middays; 
and evening, when radio listenership 
tends to drop off no matter the format, 
are open to somewhat more adventure-
some music and concert programs — 
both syndicated and locally taped — by 
such ensembles as the Cleveland 
Orchestra and Lyric Opera of Chicago. 
Some stations play it safe, though, by 
opting for serene, "environmental" 
sounds to attract a nighttime audience. 

But SW Networks' Classic FM, a 24-
hour-a-day classical format that's carried 
by stations in eight markets, has taken 
such dayparting and narrowcasting to 
another level. "People use classical radio 
to accompany a lifestyle," explains SW 
Programming VP Tony Rudel, who held a 
similar post at New York's high-cuming 
WQXR(FM) — and authored the primer 
"Classical Music Top 40" (Simon & 
Schuster, 1995) — before starting up the 
satellite-fed service last year. "And we're in 
the business of keeping them entertained." 

Rudel's approach to that formidable 
task has been to hire seasoned rock jocks 
and have them emulate the laid-back 

presentation of '70s-era AOR. "I went on 
the theory that those people who were 
listening to AOR 20 years ago are not 
familiar with (classical) music," he says. 
"And I wanted them to be familiar with 
the presentation style so that they only 
had one new thing to deal with." 
And while the Classic FM mix makes 

precious little room for vocal music and 
contemporary works, Rudel defends his 
playlist as offering a wider base than 
most. " It's anything but a 'Top 40' 
approach," he says. "My theory is that if 
Vivaldi wrote 650 concertos, you don't 
have to just play the 'Four Seasons.' You 
can play stuff that sounds as familiar 
and fits the daypan much better. 

"The bottom line is the music has to 
be consistently beautiful and the presen-
tation style has to be warm and friendly 
and non-threatening," he says. 

Which is not to say that every classi-
cal station in the country has adopted 
the narrowcasting approach. At New 
York's WQXR(FM), the heritage outlet 
owned by the prestigious New York 
Times, conservatism is still a virtue. 

"We don't pretend we're a rock ' n' 
roll station that happens to play the 
classics, as other stations have had to 
do," says GM Warren Boclow. "New 

York is the most sophisticated classical 
music audience in America. And as a 
result, we have the benefit of having a 
very large core audience (more than 1 
million cume, the biggest of any station 
in the format) of people who are com-
fortable with the classics and don't need 
to have them spoon-fed. 

"But we're lucky in that respect, and I 
can understand that in smaller markets 
they need to proselytize the music 
because the audience size of ' ready-
mades' is so small." 

To research or not to research 
Many classical programmers eschew 

music research, relying instead on infor-
mal audience feedback and their own 
seasoned instincts. As Peter Newman, 
GM/PD at Seattle's KING(FM), puts it: 
"A lot of research is self-evident. If you 
play pretty music, more people are 
going to like your stations." 

SW's Rudel, who maintains a data-
base in which each of some 6,000 selec-
tions are coded according to such char-
acteristics as texture, instrumentation 
and ensemble size, agrees. "You tell me 
what point you want proved," he says, 
"and I'll pick the music to prove that 
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point. That's why it's so ludicrous to test 
classical. If I play the opening 10 sec-
onds of Beethoven's Fifth, for example, 
it'll get a tremendously positive reaction. 
But if I go a minute-thirty into that piece 
and play 10 seconds, it will have half 
the response. So what is the point?" 

But at Ohio's WKSU(FM), 30 miles 
south of Cleveland in the college town 
of Kent, PD Charles Andrews swears by 
the music-testing project his station 
recently undertook in collaboration with 
two other public radio outlets, Denver's 
KCFR(FM) and Cincinnati's WGUC(FM). 
Dubbed "modal music research," the 
project's methodology involved playing 
several hundred "hooks" ( 10-20 seconds 
each) of classical pieces for focus 
groups assembled in an auditorium, and 
then asking the audience to group their 
responses into various " modes" of 
sound — based on such qualities as 
mood and tempo — from which pro-
grammers can then extrapolate playlists. 
Andrews admits that critics of 

research have a point. "Because classical 
music is not homogeneous like a rock 
song," he says, "you could actually end 
up with a single piece that contained 
examples of hooks that were both highly 

liked and highly disliked. And then you 
have to say, 'OK, what are we going to 
take a chance with and what are we not 
going to take a chance with?" 

"With news you have a 10 percent 
market potential," says WKSU General 
Manager John Perry, "as opposed to 
about 5 percent for classical." And 

The trend has been toward narrower playlists 
and shorter pieces as classical broadcasters have 
awakened to the fact that, first and foremost, 

they're in the business of radio. 

And that, says Andrews, is where the 
programmer's imagination cornes into play. 

Commercial vs. public 
Classical music accounts for about 35 

percent of public radio's broadcast 
hours, according to a 1994 survey by 
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
which funds some 345 stations across 

the country. That figure is dropping, 
though, as more and more outlets fol-
low the lead of San Diego's KPBS-FM, 
St. Louis' KWMU(FM) and Ann Arbor, 
Mich., station WUOM(FM) in switching 
to the cheaper news/talk format made 
possible by National Public Radio's 
recently increased program offerings. 

Tuned In? 
Yep, he's Tuned In! 
"As consolidation becomes 

increasingly more frequent, the 
analysis I get from Tuned In keeps 

me up-to-date on all the events in 
this fast changing business". 

- Bob Longwell, 
Vice President, General Manager 
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changing to the syndicated program-
ming can result in substantial savings — 
mainly through reduced personnel — 
for a public station. "You can simplify 
your operation enormously," WKSU's 
Andrews points out, and that's definite-
ly an appeal." 

For WKSU and other stations that con-
tinue to air a mix of music and NPR 
news, the challenge, which public radio 
researcher David Giovannoni first identi-
fied in the late 1980s, is to get listeners of 
"Morning Edition" and "All Things 
Considered" to stick around for 
Beethoven and Mozart. "We need to get 
people to circulate from one format to 
the other," admits WKSU Public Relations 
Director Bob Burford. "And we've 
worked toward having our classical 
music fit the tastes of the NPR audience." 

While there is some audience sharing 
between WKSU and market rival WCLV, 
the competition between the two sta-
tions has been good for both. As 
WKSU's Perry explains, "I've always felt 
that when you have two stations in a 
market, eventually they're going to 
evolve into somewhat complementary 
positions — and that as a result of that 
evolution, both stations will actually 
gain. And that's exactly what has hap-
pened, with WCLV maintaining the tradi-
tional mode, more or less, and WKSU 
taking a more youthful, vox populi type 
of approach. 

"And as our audience has grown ( to 
about 180,000), so has WCLV's. What 
we're doing is feeding the ultimate survival 
rate for WCLV, I think, by introducing clas-
sical music to the new generations." 
WCLV's Conrad agrees. "WKSU is 

introducing classical to people out there 
who normally might not listen to it," he 
says. "And they could very well drift 
over to us once their tastebuds become 
accustomed to it." 
The presence of public outlet 

WETA(FM) in the Washington market 
hasn't kept WGMS, a heritage station 
that's been carrying the same classical 

e> 
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format for a half-century, from achieving 
remarkable success: a healthy 4.0 share 
12+ in the Summer '96 Arbitrons, and 
revenues estimated by BIA Publications 
at $7.6 million for 1995. 

"We really don't compete because of 
the difference in what WGMS has to 
offer, such as longer commercials and a 
far greater audience," says Catherine 
Meloy, who — along with PD Jim Allison 
— has overseen WGMS's 33 percent 
growth in cume over the past two years. 

"We're always in the Top 10, so we 
have numbers to sell. We're really a 
general-market station in a niche format, 
so the sales are exceptionally strong." 
The target, Meloy explains, is not 

necessarily the upscale advertiser. "We 
have McDonald's ( as in the Golden 
Arches) on our air," he says, "and we 
have McDonnell-Douglas (as in the air-
plane people) as well. And both fit." 

Indeed, as Pam Kinney, GM at 
Denver's KVOD(FM) points out, 
"Classical listeners do everything every-
body else does, for the most part." 

But accepting general-market spots 
from advertisers such as Mickey D's can 
be a double-edge sword for a classical 
station, says KING's Newman, whose 

UNITED STATES  
POSTAL SERVICE,. 

station is sold in combo with three oth-
ers in the Seattle market. "Unfortunately, 
the higher your numbers, the trashier 
the ads that come in," he explains. "But 
in a way, I think that helps round us out 
as people who exist in the real world. I 
mean, how snooty can we be if were 
selling Chevy trucks?" 

The future 
Though classical broadcasting is cur-

rently in a state of flux, WCLV's Conrad 
remains optimistic about the format's 
survival. "I think that classical music as 
an art form is still very much alive and 
is going to continue," he says. The 
Rolling Stones may not be around a 
hundred years from now, but 
Beethoven and Bach most certainly will. 

"And I think classical radio has a very 
good future as well. The danger is not 
from the `dumbing down' of the format, 
but from the buying-and-selling frenzy 
in the wake of the recent 
Telecommunications Act." 

Conrad cites the examples of 
Philadelphia's WFLN(FM) and Detroit's 
WQRS(FM), two classical stations that 
have had multiple owners in the past 
year alone, and the recent sales of San 
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Diego's KFSD(FM) and San Francisco's 
KDFC(FM), as well as the earlier demise 
of the venerable KFAC(FM) in Los 
Angeles and New York's WNCN(FM). 
"Typically, it's not so much a matter of 
'I'm losing money on this station,— says 
KING's Newman of the corporate mind-
set, "but rather, 'I'm not making as much 
as I could be making.— 

But Skip Weller, executive VP and 
regional manager of Chancellor 
Broadcasting, which took over KVOD last 
February and is scheduled to assume 
ownership of WGMS early next year, says 
that his company sees classical as a viable 
format. "They're both very successful 
radio stations," he says, "and we're com-
mitted to keeping them classical." 
When the dust settles, predicts 

Conrad, "we're going to have 35-40 
commercial classical stations from now 
into eternity. And in the meantime, of 
course, there's still going to be a very 
heavy number of public radio stations 
out there playing classical music, too." 

David Sowd, a former DI who covers 
Cleveland radio for the suburban Sun 
Newspapers chain, recently wrote the 
Format Focus on ('HR for Tuned In. 
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WKBQ-AM-FM & WKKX-FM, 
St. Louis 

Owner: Zimmer Broadcasting 
General Manager: William Viands 
Directors of Engineering: Bob Hoffman, Sam Caputa 
Program Manager, WKBQ: Michael St. John 
Program Manager, WKKX: Jeff Allen 
Format, WKBQ: Top 40 
Format, WKKX: Country 

W
hen Zimmer Broadcasting first entered the St. Louis 
market in 1992, it rescued a radio station that had 
seen some hard times. In 1994, Zimmer acquired 

another radio station that 
had been in the hands of 
three different owners within 
a matter of months. The 
facilities of both stations 
were less than adequate. 
Now, as one of the largest 

broadcast companies in 
Missouri, Zimmer Broadcast-
ing has built the crown jewel 
of radio facilities in a revital-
ized suburban mall and 
helped turn West Port Plaza 
into an entertain-
ment mecca for 
the next century. 
Two window-

box studios cap 
off a modern, 
streamlined radio 
facility capable of 
handling multiple 
broadcast stations 
under one roof. 

Stations light up West 

Port Plaza. 

WKKX midday personality 

Susan Benson 

The facility's windows-on-the-mall design make WKBQ and 
WKKX showcases for their formats. In just a few short 
months, both stations have had their share of large audiences 
on the other side of the glass watching and listening as the 
announcers do their thing. "It's a concept totally new to the 
St. Louis market," says General Manager Bill Viands. 
"Everyone wants to see what they hear." 
Not only did Zimmer move both stations into a new build-

ing, but the company also changed its mode of product deliv-
ery. "When we moved to our new studio, we went from CD 
and tape to says WKBQ Engineer Sam Caputa. The 

new equipment includes a 
state-of-the-art Scott Studios 
digital audio system, 
Phonebite digital recording 
system from The Blue Group, 
Telos One + One Hybrid call-
screening software, the 
Software Audio Workshop 
(SAW) system for editing and 
production, an Orban 
Optimod FM 8200 digital 
audio processor and a 
Wheatstone A6000 on-air con-
sole. 
"We are equipped for the 

21st century," says Caputa. 
The next step is to market and use this unique setup to increase 
the entertainment value of radio live from the showcase studios. 
"New opportunities pop up every day," Viands says. "Now we 
just have to make it work to our best advantage." 

Facility Spotlight offers a look at innovative radio facilities. 
Share your cutting edge with us. Contact Whitney Pinion at 
703-998-7600, x129. 
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V Integrated digital audio system. 
Dalet is used by the entire station. 
• cart replacement 
• live assist 

• satellite automation 
• multitrack editing 
• news. 

CART 
REPLACEMENT 

SA-ELL'E 
4,T3mAT1ON 

CENTRAL 
STORAGE 

Pli11.1111%.1 

V Easy to learn aid use. 
Jocks love it ! 
• easy-to-understand Windowsr" graphics 

• intensive user training 

• clear documentation. 

V Ada3table work environments. 
You work the way you want to. 
• create custom screen layouts 

• control access rights with passwords 

• use optional Dalet Control Panels 

instead of a mouse. 

V Communication between sites. 
Radio groups can pool their 
resources for huge productivity gams. 
• Ism 
• sa,ellite 

• Intranet 

• wide area networks, 

V Onloing software eselopment. 
Yam system will grow with 
your needs. 
• standard PC hardware 

• centralized network; 
• WindowsTM 

• client-server database 

• Internet. 

V Close partnerships with dents. 
Your success is our best sales pitch. 
• comprehensive support, by phone, e-mail 

or on site 

• client input for new product development 

Dalet users in the US include: 
Alaska Public Radio Network, KAKQICAK, KBLP, KBMLI, KBST, 

KCLX, COCO, KDHN, COLS. KEYG, KFGG, KFQDR(WHIJI0AXS, 

KGVUKIKT, KHBG, KHMG, KILO, KMHZ,KKHZ/The Fart KKYN, KLZ, 
KMCK/KAMO-FM'KAMO-AMAZRA/The X, .;NBA, KOHMI1TXT, KOHU, 

KOSI, KPBC, KPUR EMAM, KFLAOX(LX, KRIO, KSPT, KT0B-EM KTXT, 
KUTQXZHT, MIX 106, Music of ?our Life Radio Network, Northern 

Television, VOA, WCEO, WDJC WES, WGLS, WISP FrA'AM, WJNF, 

WKAP, VILFX/WXIN, WMUZ, WPFAWAVTAYSPI, WQHT-FrAWRKS-FM, 
WOXB, WRKE, WRXQWEGR, VrEm,WYOB.FM,WWFM,W),US, WYBF 

Dalet usas abroad include: 
BBC ( UK), ( BC ( Canadri„ Cadena SER ; Span), Caracol 

(Columbia', Deutsche Welle ( Germany), EMAP Radio , UK , 

Radio France ' France' 

Steve Kelley 
285 West Broadway, Suite 605 

New York, NY 10013, USA 
W +1 212 226 2424 

Fax: +1 212 226 1673 

Astrid Carver 
251 rue du Faubourg Sant-martin 

75010 Par s, France 
W +33 (0)1 40 38 01 39 

Fax: +33 (0)1 42 05 18 66 

Phillippa Jeanes 
FBC ( S) Pte Ltd, 89 Neil Road 

Singapore 088849 
+65 252 5627 

Fax + 65 251 8174 
Compuserve: 100437.1536 

• 

dalet 
DIGITAL eau SYSTEmS 
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D-500 

The D-500 Digital Audio Console . 
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7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 
(tèl 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160) SVVheotfLone ,orParation 
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